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Houses pass

tuition credit
lly HILL ROil.mTSON

Monday, Augu:,t 21, 1978

Pot law examined
By ANDREW CARDONA
I

The Marijuana Study Committee, appointed earlier this year
by Major David Rusk to examine
possible changes in Albuquerque's
pot laws, met Tuesday night to
discuss those statutes and their
relation to the state's marijuana
laws.
Bill Cramer and Bob Patten, of
the City Attorney's office, advised
the committtee on city and state
marijuana laws.
Possession of marijuana in the
city and state is a misdemeanor
offense. Cramer explained that the
city and state courts deal separately mittee, advocates a change in the
with cases involving marijuana resent marijuana laws. "A change
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possession. Albuquerque municipal
courts prosecute cases involving
possessison of less than an ounce of
marijuana within the city limits,
while possession cases outside
Albuquerque are usually turned
over to district courts for
prosecution.
Patten informed the committee
that the city code does not cover
marijuana distribution. Cases of
marijuana
distribution
in
Albuquerque are channeled to
Bernalillo County, for prosecution
by the District Attorney's office.
UNM student Leroy Martinez,
the only student on the pot com-
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Club helps prepare
students for career
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Osteopathic Association, Dr.
BY JANA ASPIN
Medical and dental students Bernard Butterworth from the
interested in working with others University of Missouri School of
toward common goals should Dentistry and officers of the Preconsider what UNM's Pre-Health Health Science Club.
The club enables students in preScience Club has to offer.
health
studies to learn from one
Orientation will be held Wedanother
and become familiar with
nesday,
Sept ern ber
6
in
their
intended
profession. Dues are
Anthropology 170 from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m. The club will feature $2 a year and membership is open
speakers Dr. Diane Klepper from to freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
the UNM m~dical School, Dr. seniors, and post-baccalaureate
Lawrence Leyba oft he New Mexico students.

''t

is necessary," he said, "how big or
small no one can say at this point."
Martinez emphasized the importance of the committee, saying,
"We should influence a lot of
people. I expect a big response from
the public."
Committee chairman James
Roach announced that he will call
on several organizations, including
experts in the field of marijuana
research, to testify at the committee's
heraings.
Roach
guaranteed the committee that all
parties concerned with the
marijuana issue, no matter their
inclination, will be given a say.
"What we are looking for is an
open view on the subject of
marijuana," he said.
New Mexico NORML Director
Alex Kaplan will speak at the
committee's
next
hearing,
scheduled for this Tuesday. He said
he plans to show several films and
present statistics supporting the
decriminalization of marijuana.
New Mexico NORML is funded
byASUNM.
Kaplan said he feels the committee's investigation will lead to
the decriminalization of marijuana
in Albuquerque. "A positive report
from the committee could bring
about decriminalization by the end
of this year," he said.
Mayor Rusk will present the
committee's final report, to be
submitted by Novemeber 15, to the
state legislature during its next
session.

Increased financial aid to college
students, primarily those from
middle-income families, is closer to
becoming a reality after the Senate,
following the House's lead, passed
last Tuesday a tuition tax credit bill.
The Carter Administration
oppposes a tuition tax credit
proposal, on the grounds that it
doesn't differentiate between
wealthy and poor students.
President Carter, while pledging to
veto the tax credit plan, proposes to
ease the burden of higher tuition
costs on middle-income families by
making more money available to
existing federal grant and loan
programs, such as BEOG, workstudy and federally-guaranteed
student loan programs.
Under the terms of the Senate
plan, cosponsored by 50 out of 100
senators, a tax break of up to $500
by 1980 will be available to fulllime undergraduate students. The
tax credit will be given to the
parents, if the student is dependent.
A recent survey of public attitudes conducted by Roper
Organization, Inc. toward the
federal income tax system found
that only nine per cent of more than
2000 persons responding favored a
tuition tax credit for postsecondary
education. Carter's plan to expand
student aid programs was favored
by 34 per cent of the respondents.
UNM D.irector of Student
Financial Aids Charles J. Sheehan
also opposes the tuition tax credit.
"A lot of students who don't need
the aid will get it anyway," he said.
Sheehan said the National
Association of Student Financial
Aid Officers favors the Carter plan.
"We feel that making more money
available through existing aid
programs would be less expensive,

easier to police and a llCltcr way to
target the funds to those who really
need them," he said.
A Senate version of Carter's plan
to pump more money into existing
programs passed Wednesday by a
68-28 vote margin. A com·
plimcntary House bill, however, .is
held up in committee and is not
expected to pass before Congress
adjourns for the year on October 7.
Both the House and the Senate
appear to have sufficient votes to
override Carter's threatened veto of
the
tax
credit
proposal.
"Everyone's Jumping on the
(tuition tax credit) bandwagon,"
Sheehan said. "It's popular in an
election year."
A key part of title Senate version
of Carter's aid package to middleincome families would make
students from households in the
$25,000-a-year income range
eligible for federal tuition grants
for the first time. The large
majority of these grants now go to
students whose family incomes are
less than $.16 ,000.
The guar~ntced student loan
program, currently the main source
of government fiuancial aid to
middle-income students, would
become available to any needy
student under the terms of the
Senate version of Carter's plan.
The plan calls for government
payment of the interest on a student
loan, as long as the student is in
college and guarantees repayment.
An estimated 200,000 additional
work-study jobs will be made
available under the Senate plan ala
Carter. AU told, the Senate's expansion of grant and loan programs
would provide federal tuition
assistance to an estimated 1.2
million students.

.
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Jerry Lewis to receive check
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By VALORIE A. VIGIL
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SALES

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
SERVICE
PRODUCT
EXPERIENCE

WE HAVE THE MOST
COMPETENT SALES
PERSONNEL TO HELP
YOU CHOOSE FROM
THE WILDEST
SELECTION AT THE
LOWEST PRICES IN
NEW MEXICO.

EVERYTHING WE SELL
COMES WITH FULL
FACTORY WARRANTY
AND WE GUARANTEE
OUR QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP

WE HAVE THE WIDEST
SELECTION OF
COMPONENTS IN THE
SOUTHWEST FOR YOUR
HOME, OFFICE OR CAR!

FOR OVER 8 YEARS
21st CENTURY HAS HAD
OVER 100,000
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
AND THEY ARE OUR
HIGHEST
RECOMMENDATION.
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disco· telethon was the way to get
into it. I want to help as much as I

can."

Dressed
in
every attire
Another UNM freshman, Angelo
imaginable,- from long black ball
Collado said, "I like to dance, and
gowns, jeans, cut-offs and T-shirts,
it is a challenge to see if I can finish.
to clinging jersey dresses, high heels
I intend to go all the way."
and footies, the contestants ranged
And so the couples danced,
danced, danced, while the KRKE
in ages from 8 to 60.
They hustled, bumped, roboted,
disc jockeys kept the music coming
agitated and gyrated to the latest
disco sounds in the Atlas Travel,
Albuquerque Jaycees Disco Against
Dystrophy held Saturday, August
19th in the SUB Ballroom.
Seventy-five couples danced their
hearts out from 9 a.m. to midnight,
.~--:--rf
with breaks for lunch and dinner,
to raise money for the fight against
muscular dystrophy. Prior to the
telethon
Saturday, each couple
. -.-.
sought out as rnany sponsors as
possible to pledge money by the
number of hours the couple could
dance.
Ke.ith Richards, chairman of the
disco telethon, said Saturday the
dance was going well and the
couples were raising an approximate total of $1,000 an hour.
···~·
The couples have until August 28
' ·
to
turn in the money collected from
·;,_(.. _,- .. ..
their
sponsors to the Muscular
'
Dystrophy
Association. Keith
-~ ' t
. 1
.
i
Richards will then choose the first
place couple on the basis of who
turned in the most rnoney.
Representing all the dance
contestants and the Albuquerque
Jaycees, the winniing couple will
present a check for the amoUnt of
money raised to Jerry Lewis on the
Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon.
FISHER PIJOTO
F1SHEA- PHOTO
The winning cuople will als6 receive ,___
an eight-day Caribbean Cruise for
Sixteen-year-old Rosa Matontl of Sandi High School is
UNM juniors Susan L'adiTian and Miko Rae/ join over 70 two.
treated
for exhaustion at the Disco for Dystrophy held
couples helping to raise money for the Muscular
Although the Caribbean cruise
offered some incentive, it was the Saturday In the SUB ballroom.
Dystrophy Foundation.

',.,

A~ A/eblKiltd oj E

opportunity to actually help the
muscular dystrop"hy children that
inspired most of the couples to try
to dance 15 long hours, said
Richards.
Michael Garcia, UNM freshman,
said, "l've always wanted to
participate in the fight against
muscular dystrophy marathon in
some way more than collecting
money
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No=nukes protest
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Nlf!. h'illl~JWIJ'\ opponl'lll',
.\1 11 1 '··· 1he llatum ,~wlcd a

ln111 1Ln. !Jolttunalno llllke ',trall..T,Y
•.illllelt.'lh!'

a~'IL'l'IHt'Jlt In

('iundav wirl'J tht·
lu inp, p1npo~o,.ah Jor

)rdmat in1• prot(••,t~, hark tu thdr
IL<lfll<.' ,1.11<"·
All<Hil
lliJ PWJ""uh lor
d~·\doptl\1-' a national network of
·ir<ll<'d wmnlll!lkatlon\ rcf(arding
pJnlnt; a1 1ntlividual nuclear
la,rlllll'' were brouglrl out by the
n'"''' than 100 pc~>ons attending a
spt•ual ,afL' energy a-scmbly
'>murday.
'ipokcsman
Brett
Burscv
ucscnhcd the coni crcncc as
._ 1 I<

"pr<~ducttve" and ·.md tilt 1dea;
and la.-tkal approa~hl'~ d1'~1.:\t1,'1l.'d
dwirt,l' the ,:onf~;lent<; rc.,ulted in <~a
pt~!leral lcding ol purpow anti a
')L'fll.,t' uf harmony that make"' uo., all
upom 1o.,t 1c that the nuclear lndu..,tr y'" day"' arc numbered.''
I 11<: j\Oal or the con terence WU\ to
develop a unified natinna\ plan for
coortlmating the 11ght over the
;pread of nuclear power plant; in
the United State' by focusing on
one particular l"acilily.
c·onlcrcncc particirants staged a
rally hiday night at the University
of Louisville campus to dramatize
their opposition to nuclear energy.
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World News
Militias quiet now

Both sides reinforcing
BEIRUT,
L 1:. BAN 0 N
(U/'1) -· Prime Minister Selim AI
llo.1s ;aid Sunday Lebanon felt let
down by Washington and U.N.
ofl'icials, ;uggcsting they had gone
back on assurances to help the
l.cbancse army deploy along th<
I sracli border.
"1 was assured or U.S. in
tcrvcnt ion whenever ncessary ir
order to overcome any hindrance:
(to army deployment) that migh
arise from the side of Jsrael," Hos!

told the English language magazine
Monday mormng.
Shelling
by
Israeli-armed
Christian
militias
has
pinned down
0
E UN~ 1G
'~
f
I
~
..
E
the arm.Y troops about 25 miles
4J
l.P GOOOIHJY
= short
ol a planned base near the
::
C.f.1'HRA\.
...
:
E
~-M.inrOWN
E. border. A large part of the 650-man
=
~mnu
:
~llfiiiUIIIUIIIIIJIIIIIUIIJIIIIIIflllllllllfiiUIIIUIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli unit pulled back from its forward
position in Kaukaba, residents said.
Ho» said the troops were
tlispat<.:hed to the area three
weeks-the first attempt of the
Lcbane.sc government to regain
control or the area since the 1975-76

civil war-only after ''continuous
prc>&ure" from Washington, U.N.
officials and some member stales of
the U.N. peacekeeping force.
"We had all this encouragement
from the United States, as we had it
from the United Nations and other
,ountries. Now that we are confronting this resistance fom certain
local grolrps in the border !>tip
supported openly by Israel, it is
only natural we should feel let
down."
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Jaycees see violation
in election of women
PARKVILLE, MD. (UPI) The Maryland J aycces have
suspended voting rights and issued
reprimands to local chapters in
Annapolis and Columbia for
violating bylaws that forbid wornen
to be officers.
The executive committee voted
13-4 Saturday to send a letter of
reprimand to the Annapolis Jaycees
for electing a woman president and
allowing
women
into
the
organization as regular members.
Jaycee bylaws allow women to be
associate members with no voting
rights and forbid women from
holding office.
The committee also suspended
voting rights for the local chapter at
state meetings and forbade it from
participating in the state awards
program.
The Columbia Jaycee chapter
also was cited for having women

regualr mcm bers and women officers. On a 13-7 vote, it wa~ given
the same restrictions as the
Annapolis chapter and also was
forbidden from having members
run for district, regional, state or
national offices this year.
The chapters have 30 days to
comply with the bylaws before the
state group can vote to withdraw
their charter.
Kathleen Songcy, whose election
as president of the Annapolis
chapter precipitated the confrontal ion bet ween the state
hierarchy and local chapters !hat
had bent the rules to allow women
members, said her 140-member
chapter will fight to remain
Jaycees.
"We do want to be Jaycees, but
we will do everything and anything
in our power to protect our
charter," she said. "We can't
operate any other way without open
membership.''
The Columbia and Annapolis
Jaycees began to admit women in
1975. Russell Heasley, president of
the Columbia chapter, said his
group has the support of western
Maryland chapters.

SPECIAL OFFER

COPIES
FOR STUDENTS & FACULTV
•

Please
Present
ID Card

CASH
NO CHECKS
PLEASE
EACH, 8'!.

x 11, 20 lb. WHITE

EACH, 8%

x 14, 20 lb. WHITE

WHILE YOU WAIT
• prompt, courteous service • convenient off-street parking • collating and
stapling, drilling and binding {additional charges) • open seven (7) days a week to
give you more service " offset printing, typesetting, artists, creative design.
DATACO'S concept for the operation of a copying and printing business
is SER J!!CE . .. NOW . .. WHEN YOU NEED IT! And enough equipment,
ability, and trained personnel to hmulle all your copying and printing needs.

243-2841
1712 Lomas NE

Friday to the New England
Aquarium in Boston.
Andre makes the swim every
spring from Marblehead, Mass. to
Rockport, where he summers in the
harbor. Jn the fall, he is flown back
to his winter home at the aquarium.
Andre's owner and trainer,
Harry Goodridge, said over the
weekend 7-year-old Smoke was sent
back to city life because he wanted
to let Andre out of his cage to teach
him a new trick.
The seals have been penned in
since May in an apparently un>Uccessfu\ attempt to mate them.
"We were afraid that Smoke
might get out of the pen and we
weren't sure if she would come
back, Smoke is one of the female
seals aquarium officials hope will
mate and we don't want to take a
chance of losing her," Goodridge
said.

Billy beers up
to defeat Jimmy
PLAINS, GA. (UPI)- Billy
Carter's softball team defeated his
brother Jimmy's team 12-8 in a
return match Sunday as the
president was winding up his
weekend stay down horne.
"Tl1is is the first time I've ever
seen you lose graciously," an
embullient Billy told the president
after accepting congratulations on
his win.
"I might lose, but it's not
gracious," President Carter replied
with a broad smile.
Billy savored his victory because
his team lost 6-5 to his famous
brother's on Saturday. He had
challenged the president to a
rematch.
After a round of handshaking
and backslapping, the two Carters
posed for photographs with all of
the players.
"Billy, what's the secret of your
success?" a reporter asked.
"Sober living," the president
chimed in before Billy could a':swer.
Billy started the game with a can
of beer in his hand and ran to the
sidelines occasionally to take gulps
of the brew,
The president artd his brother
each jJitched for their respective
teams.
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Swanson absent

By DEIIIIU: UWY
Quorum was not met at
Saturday's
ASUN M
Senate
meeting, but Vice President
Leonard Garcia took advantage of
the opportuoity to make some
announcements.
ASUNM
President
Mimi
Swanson was not at the meeting due
to illness.
He told the senators present that
action rnay be taken to cut 10 work-

study posltlons trom 1\SLINM.
Garcia suggested that lhe senate
should consider taking actinn tn
fighr to retain the 10 ]1\l>itions.
Garcia announced ASUNM
,qanding committee positi<)ns uftel
a request by Senator Russell
Sommers. Garcia said he wnu\d
announce the remaining committee
appointments at the next senate
meeting on August 2J.
Assodntc Dean of Students

h:arcn Abraham intlodu,·cd a new
i\\'li~tant Ucan, Oary ( ioldcn, to the:

sciHllors. tioldcn's duties will
indudt• dcalin~ with tilt• lrghlaltve
bra nrh of !'it udr!H

p,n\'t.'l

nmcnt.

Ahrhmn said because there :\1<'
now l wo a;si.1tant deans to ilr\p her,
she hope~ lwr orrice will be able to
spent! more time with sludcnr
government, 3.\Si'ltiilg with it\
11pcrntion and helpin{( to ,·oordinatc
prognun"i.

Professors to film state pen
UNM Fnglish lecturer L\JJJ
llolruberg and sociology l'rofcs;or
Paul Sutton will spend a dny of
filming at the New Mexico State
Penitentiary ncar Santa Fe. Sllllon
and Holmberg were awarded a
grant by the New Mexico
Humanities Council to produce a
documentary film on the state's
prison system.
The project has the full support
of New Mexico Corrections
Secretary Ed Mahr, who gave the
two permission to film inside the
penitentiary and at other correctional facilities operated by the
state. Director of the film is KNME-TV's
award
winning
producer/director Dave Ellis.

"
Lynn Pierson

11•ve s epa rate 1y

ROCKPORT,
MAINE
(UPI) - Andre the seal, Rockport's honorary harbor master, is
spending the waning day> of
summer alone.
The 17-ycar-old seal's female
~ornpanion, Smoke, was returned

Senate shy of quorum

...

Hoss also made it dear the
govermnent would not try to expel
or trim the mostly Syrian Arab
peacekeeping force that has been
battling the Js,aeli-armed Christian
militias.
Right-wing Christian leaders
want the Syrians to get out when
their Arab league mandate expires
next month.
There has been no serious Syrianmilitia violence for nine days.
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Lynn Pierson's
struggle ends
IlL

By JOHN CHADWICK
,
UNM student Lynn Pierson died Tuesday, Aug, 15.
The 27-year-old, who was suffering from cancer, told the N.M.
state legislature in January that marijuana helped to relieve his side
effects from chemotherapy.
On Feb. 2, 1978, New Mexico became the first state in the nation to
allow a prescription for marijuana.
Pierson was a member of Kappa Sigma fraternity.
As a result of Pierson's efforts, not only was the law passed permitting prescription marijuana, a memorial bill was also passed by the
senate which enables the UNM Cancer Research and Treatment
Center to conduct tests on the effects of marijuana on chemotherapy
patients.
Pierson had sought the bill allowing for prescription marijuana so
he wouldn't have to deal with the "black market".
He also cited the spraying of paraquat on marijuana fields in
Mexico as another danger which could be avoided with prescription
marijuana.
He had said all along that by making pot legal for chemotherapy
and glaucoma patients, he was helping others "who might not have
come forward otherwise."
Memorial services for Pierson were held Thursday, Aug. 17.
He is survived by his wife, Cindy; his parents, William A. and
Kathryn Pierson of Albuquerque; a sister, Sienna Glass ofOklahoma
City, Okla. and a brother, James Pierson of Albuquerque,
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Chamlsa Bookshop
"AlhuqtJerqu(.''S l)istouut. Bt10k.~hlri'"

3611 SimmsS.I-:.
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UNM faculty members Holmberg and Sutton behind bars.
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Cocina De Carlos - Foundad
In 1951 By Carlos Montoya
Offers The Finest In New Mexican
Foods. Specializing In A Wide
Variery Of Mexican Food, carlos
. Also Has A Fine Selection Of
American
Foods To Choose From.
T
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OI'EN SEVEN DAYS

11 A.M.-I P.M.

Call

255•5079

Buy one Mexican Dinner
Get one at half price
(does not include salad)

offer good with coupon
expires September 6

......... burger
Get One Free With This Ad

.,eaturmg Quality Food
and Speedy Serviee
8516 Ceatral ,.,..,......255-6130
Henne Of The Sack Lunch Special
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Watch for the 2nd annual Bagel Eating
contest
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Editorial

Follow Leaders
Wo hopo Saturday's ASUNM Senate meeting at which quorum was
not rnil<ln i,, not nn indication of what will be happening all semester.
Studmtl [JOvurnment is <J vital part of any university community; but,
l1ko in any ornanmltion, thnre are some members who are. mor;
rlod1cutud ancl conscientious than others. Those who made rt thmr
IH.rs~rmss to show up ot the senate's summer meeting at three o'clock
on tfm Saturd<~y afternoon before the beginning of the semester should
uot no special recognition. They were e!ected
the st~dents of UNM
to not only show up, but to actively partiCipate 1n governrng the stu~ent
body. Those senators who did not make it to SatUrday's m?et1~g,
however, should be recognized for their apparent lack of mot1vatron
and personal integrity.
The president and vice president of ASUNM have worked long and
hard this summer to coordinate the senate internally and to integrate it
with other aspects of the campus community. They have taken action
to keep the student body informed ubout the workings and the goals of
the senate. They deserve the support and cooperation of their senate.
This year, we are looking for a revamped,revita\ize senate to leave the
chaos of last spring behind them, start getting some work done and
start pleasing the students who elected them to office. The senators
have tl1e leadership in their executive officers. All they have to do is
follow the example being set for them,
We hope to see all senators present and ready to work at the next
senate meeting Wednesday,

?Y

In the limelight
Richard Nixon is gradually relinquishing the hermit status he has
maintained since his resignation from the presidency in August, 1974.
His only trips since that time. have been to China soon after he left
office, to Washington to attend Hubert Humphrey's funeral last
January, and to Hyder, Ky. July 1.
Nixon is now planning to tour Europe and several far eastern
countries including a return trip to China. The trip is scheduled for next
month.
Foreign policy was the highlight of the Nixon administration, and it is
in this vein the former president has chosen to make his comeback to
public life. Probably his greate triumph was reinstating relations between the United States and China during his history-making visit to
Peking in 1972.
.
.
.
But the glory is over for Richard Nixon; although he was noted for h1s
expertise in foreign affairs, Americans will not soon forget how he
bungled certain domestic problems. We will not soon forget how he
lied to the American people and deceived us to avoid self-incrimination.
Richard Nixon may be re-entering public life, but this time he's on his
own. We doubt his following among Americans Will ever again umount
to much.

D.C. representation
Senate majority leader Robert Byrd has said he will support the
proposed constitutional amendment which would give the District of
Columbia full congressional representarion.
The measure stands a fair chance ot passing, but, Byrd said, ab·
senteeism may defeat the proposal.
District of Columbia residents are entitled to full representaion in
Congress just as residents of any .of the 50 states are so entitled. We
applaud Byrd's decision to vote for the amendment and urge all
members of the senate to show up for the vote and aprove the
proposal.
After all, D.G.
residents
are
U.S. citizens,
too,

A UNM welcome
We'd like to take this opportunitY to welcome all new students. to
UNM. Last week's Welcome Back issue was airl)ed at returmn.9
students; in this week's five Lobos, we will include .art1cles we hope w11l
be helpfUl to the student new to campus.
Welcome to UNM, Try to enjoy the experience,
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New referendum

by Garry Trudeau
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Editor:
I would like to address this letter to all students at UNM, particularly
full-time students who pay the $14 activity fee and are concerned about
now ASUNM disperses those monies to all organizations.
As almost everyone knows, last springs two budgeting processess
and referenda met with complete chaos. There were several groups
who kept voting down the whole bUdget because they were not
satisfied with their allocations. As of now there are seven groups whose
budgets were not approved by the students (ATM Business Club, Kiva
Club, National Chicano Health Organization, Black Student Union,
PIRG, Residence Hall Student Assoc. and General Governmental). All
of these groups are limited in the amount of money they may now be
allocated, except for General Governmental. It seems the senate wrote
themselves a law that says if they are voted down; they are funded at
the previous year's level, and are not restricted to much smaller appropriations as are all the other organizations. It seems to be the
students have expressed their disatisfaction, but ASUNM is not
listening, I think all of the above groups should be treated equally including General Government;!!. All these groups are worth the money
they were asking for and I'm sure there is enough money to satisfy all of
them, so I think there should be another budget referendum.
Sarah Hardgrav
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Eradicate sexism
Editor:
What began as a men against rape group in August 1977 has
developed into a group of women and men working together to
eradicate sexism in our human relations and our institutions.
During the last 13 months, the Albuquerque Men's Resource Group
and Feminist Alliance (AMRGFA) has heard presentations from
Albuquerque Alternatives, a treatment program for sex offenders, the
Albuquerque Rape Crisis Center and selected topics Concerning sexist
behavior patterns, such as violence between the sexes and role plaing
of sexist oppression.
As the meetings progressed, it became increasingly evident that the
group was C!Jmposed of individuals whose needs were diverse, so two
smaller groups were organized. An all-male consciousness raising
group was formed for the purpose of creating a setting Where men
could explore-- in depth --the common roots of our male socialization.
A second mixed group was formed 'to carry out concrete political actions against the exploitation and oppression of women by men. One of
the suggestions currently being considered is an action to combat
pornography in Albuquerque.
The AMRGFA is a group that is changing. We are dealing with
various political issues in a fluid and dynamic group process. The
positive value we have attached to new input and participants had
encouraged an open-ended attitude toward complicated situations that
have come up. A meaningful and unanticipated situation has been
developing: a dialogue is continuing around the issue of sexism, and
specifically rape, between women and men who ate co·mmitted to
abolishing sexist behavior patterns between the sexes at every level.
Paul Engel
Albuquerque Men's
Resource Center and
Feminist Alliance
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Reporter drive
The LOBO staff will conduct a reporter and correspondent workshop
Saturday, Sept. 9 at 10 a.m. Anyone interested in writing, sharing story
ideas or making any other contribution to the LOBO .should contact us
in the newsroom, 138 Marron Hall, 277-5656, Drop by or call and let us
know if you'd like to help,

.. 19
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Ad rrienager: Frank s.lutir
LOBO editor lei phone: 277·M66
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Uptown Store
4517 Central N.E.
266-9887

Beca.use Budget Loves
You Better.

mon.-Sat. 10-8
Sun.12·6

Unlveislty Store
2222 Central S.E.
255-2225

ffion.-Thurs 10-10
Fri. Sat. 10-12
Sun.12-6
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Veterinary fee to be raise~r. 2Qo0k"·""

Dorms: You may be in for life
lly DORIS MARTINEZ

llt ~ak an

C¥,1(

on a neighbor's

when wrinkled William decides to
iron the shirt he has worn inside-out

all

~cmc~tcr.

Living in the dorms docs have its
goml points. For example let's lake
lrll'nd'. bathroom with oltl !O[J() a lkt1o1wl character like a male in
the Mannes who docs not like to do
rtcv.\paper..,, but Uon't ;ero in on
his
laundry. There arc few other
tlllJt'cnw'•, fat't' wtth a pie
dorm
p!m;cs wherc a fcma.lc will actually
lrk vall he qtlllt' .111 ~.·xpt•ricnce.
pay thi' Manne to ~t!low her to do
I hl· l11od lll th(' dorm l'alctc.·ria
his laundry.
1ll·t\ lUll ht· a.., p,tHH.I a•, your own
Roommates. I r you have one or
, IJII~ uw or IHI'·>·.. ibly a~ had, hut at
two or "~·vcn or however mnny t:an
k,r.: \"till don't Jwn• to do thl'
he 't a eked imo the spacious
dJ•,JH.''>
cubicles, an alarm clock may not be
I H ht·r dorm 1e>Hicnh will he
nectJ.,,ary; not with a roommate
popirw 111 ~md out l.;on..,lnntly. Some \vho goes to the bathroom at
'"II ·,top hy ju'l to say hello; other> 1 cgtd~u in!crva(\.
\\til •,top hy ju't to borrow the iron,
Then there i.s always the girl
l'av nll nnnd that Jl i; usually 4 a.m. actD" the hall with the 7:30 a.m.
!?""'~~~~~~~~~~~~~ cht" who dries her hair for an hour
wJth a high-pitd1ed blower that
hl'ad <llld have the rcmai•t~ end ur
un the tl''>lUenl udvi~or\ Uoor; 1111 a

double:~

a"> .a var..:uum cleaner.

Okay, so you don't have class
until 2 p.m. (io to the library and
catch some l'.s with the rest or your
d m mm at c;.

lOl-l~-P~-lOO-l~

Now, for the pseudo-gamblers
who cannot be in. Monte Carlo, the
dorms bring Monte Carlo to you
ror a night of quasi-gambling. The
$:2,000 stero purchased on credit
will not be paid off if you hit a
jackpot, but you may go home with
a new album donated by some
participating merchants.
There were more than 114 dorm
activities last year Randy Boeglin,
associate dean or students, said this
year the dorm residents can expect
even more. Some of the dorm
activities have been flea markets,
piua parties, dances, inner-tubmg
and intramural 'ports.
The money for these activities
comes from the residents room and
board fee. Three dollars for every
student living in the dorms is put
into the dorm fund.
A word of catuion: A<. much as
housing managers love dollars, they
will not hesitate to ask a resident to
move out if an inmate feels the
cream pic served for de,ert would
look good on a cafeteria monitor.
Keep it on the plate and not on the
monitor's race. You may be in for
life.

By MARC MERVIS
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Industrial Education freshman Rex Ramsey serves himself in keeping with the regulations of the La Posada
cafeteria.

HAIR DESIGN stU0\0

UNM Trailblazers aim

to boost students' spirit
II

Promoting spirit and tradition on airport, selling buttons at all home
football games, and playing ho't to
campus is one of the main functions
of the UNM Trailblazers, the senior recognition days in which
newest student organization on high school students from
campus. The 30-member grour has Albuquerque wit! spend a day on
already begun to line up activities campus.
for the fall semester.
The Trailblazers executive
The Trailblazers wilt be handing
out "Good Stuff" boxes to dorm
res;dents today and tomorro)V in
the LaPosada cafeteria.
The boxes, one for male students
and one for female students
consists of various sample
products.
The Trailblazers wilt then attend
an ice-cream social to be held in the
SUB Ballroom Friday from 2 to 4
White fatt enrottment figures ;/('
p.m.
the University of New Mexico are
Other activtties witt include almost identical with those of last
organizing team send-offs at the year, there is a major increase in the
number of students who have
1
d
np
. a te

11CW JI1CKicU 's 111US!

I

exclusive unisex
ltair salon
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-TWO LOCATIONS·

243-1746
344-1621

Los Alamos, Santa Fe, Belen and
Navajo on-site teaching centers will
not be available until September. ~

Late registration will be held
Monday through Friday of this
week. The registration center,
located in Bandelier Hall-East, is
open fom 9 to 6 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and from 9 to 5
"We anticipate some 3500 p.m. on Friday. Students may
students for the tate afternoon and apply for admission and register
evening program," said Rick between 5 and 6 p.m.
Legoza, associate registrar .•"We
credit the 10 percent increase to
Orientation sessions are still
community. awareness, accessibility available for new students. They
and the vanety of coutses available.
wilt meet in Room 250C of the SUB
This fall we are offering some 600
on Aug. 24 from 7 to 8:30p.m .
courses which begin after 3 p.m.
These include offerings from the
These sessions cover campus life,
freshman to doctorate level and
aid, housing, the health
financial
represent almost every department
care
center
and
student
on cain pus."
organizations. Also featured are
representatives from departments
Who are available to outline
As of Wednesday, Aug, 16, departmental offerings.
18,000 students had completed the
registration process and Legoza
expec t s some 22 •000 students on
Twoi information booths will
campus to.day. Of the 4300 classes continue to operate through the
offered this fatt, 650 were closed as first week of classes. Located in
of Aug. 16. Legoza expects some front of'Johnson Gym and Mitchell
750 classes to be closed by today.
Hatt, the booths are open daily
Enrollment figures from Gallup, fromS to 4 : 30 p.m.
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A Great Place To Eat

Italian Fatso Subs
•
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Spaghetti
Lasagna
Ravioli
Eggplant Parmesan
Sausage & Peppers
M.
b ·11
eat a s
Hot Roast Beef
V ea I Ita Iiano
~>J.
\ .
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Deli Meats & Cheeses
Tuna
Egg Salad
Vegetaririan Meals
Soup
C
S
=
aterang ervice
Chef Salads
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Homemade Desserts

Subs
Pasta
M D
Jd'
N
ex·t .t.0 C ona . · S
Home Cooking
Haagen-Dazs Ice Cream
Phone Orders Our Speciality

_ 2206 Central SE

=
=
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next year for these programs
amounts to a 2. 9 percent increase
over 1978-79. In 1980-81, the
annual cost will be $3,700, up 5.7
percent.
The pharmacy support fee,
currently $2,000 a year, will climb
11.5 percent next year to $2,900.
An additional 6. 9 percent will bring
the cost to $3,100 the following
year.
A 3,8 percent increase in support
fees for forestry and law will mean
an increase from $2,600 to $2,700
~n 1979-80, One year !ater, an
1ncrease of 7.4 percent will set the
cost at $:2,900.
Next year, the architecture
support fee wilt incease from $2,000
to $2,100, up five percent. The
going rate in 1980-BI will be $:2,300
a year, a 9,5 percent rise.

UNM plays host
to visiting prof.
The UNM School of Medicine
has been selected as one of 8 institutions in the nation to play host
to a scientist as a visiting professor
during this year.
Dr. E. A. Boyse, immunologist
from . Sloan Kettering Institute,
New York City, wltllecture at the
medical school and deliver a public
lecture. Dates for his visit are being
arranged.
UNM was selected by the
executive committee of the
Federation of American Societies
for Experimental Biology from
more than 60 applications. The
visiting professor series is sponsored by the Burroughs Wellcome
Fund or North Carolina.
Other
Wellcome
visiting
professorships will be held at
Stanford University Medical
Center, . University of Miami,
Mount Sinai Medical Center,
University of Texas Health Science
Center in Dallas, and at Iowa,
Michigan and Washington State
universites.

At the WICHE annual meeting in
Snowbird, Utab, commissioners
also decided to maintain the same
amount or annual dues each
member state must contribute to
participate in WICHE programs,
Ma!ry said.
The dues were increased from
$28,000 to $39,000 a year beginning
July .1,1977, Sirotkin said. The
current figure is effective through
June 30, 1980, he said.
Malry said he believes an increa.1e
in dues of five or six percent every
two years instead of "a big raise
every 10 years" would be better.
Sirotkin indicated the $28,000
annual dues was in effect from 1973
until 1977, when an $11,000 in·
crease was approved by commissioners.

Sirotkin also saio seven of the 13
member states have contributed
optional support of $15,000 to help
fund WICHE's menta.! health and
man services program.
Contribqtors are Arizona,
Washington, Alaska, Colorado,
New Mexico, Hawaii and Utah.
"Most of the Western states will
be supporting the mental health
program, probably 10 or 11 of the
13 states," Sirotkin said.
Other member swtcs or WICHE
include Montana, Idaho, Oregon,
Califomia, Wyoming and Nevada.
Sirotkin said New Mexico sent 95
st udcnts to schools ill ot.hcr mem bcr
slates during the 1977-78 academic
year. He said 20 students came to
New Mexico school> through the
PSEP last year.

NOW OPEN

Cop'Y

Center

3600 Central Se.
(Central at Carlisle)
Phone 266-3600
•
•
•
•
•
•

Xerox Copies 5¢
Collating
Binding
Blueprinting
Drawing Reductions
large Copies

Open
Monday thru Friday
8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
24 hour emergency
service, call 345-4814

Courses fill up

Call now for a complimentary hair analysis,
& consultation,
1419 CENTRAL AV. N.E.
40194 N.W.

council, which is made up of seven
members, brings up various
proposals for different activities
which the entire group then votes
011. Trail boss for the organization is
Charles Padilla, a senior from
Springer, N.M.

fj

A 20 per cent increase in the
support fee of veterinary medicine
highlighted measures approved by
members of the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education
(WICHE) Aug. 10-1:2.
For the first time WICHE
commissioners approved for two
consec.utive years increases in
support fees to pay the cost of out·
of-state professional education,
said Dr. Lenton S. Malry.
Malry, one of three New Mexico
WICHE commissioners, said the
increases are effective for academic
years 1979-80 and 1980-81.
He said support fees are paid by
WICHE member states to schools
in other member states when the
professional field desired is not
available in a student's home state.
Students
participating
in
WICHE's Professional Student
Exchange Program (PSEP) in one
of 15 different fields pay only instate tuition at public institutions
and one-third tuition at private
schools out of state, said Dr. Phillip
Sirotkin, executive director of
WICHE.
The veterinary medicine support
fee will increase next year from
$9,000 by 20 percent to $10,800 a
year. A 9.3 percent increase the
following year will cost sending
states $11 ,800,
The current $12,000 medicine
support fee wilt rise by 8.3 percent
to $13,000 next year and to $14,200
for 1980-81, a 9.2 percent increase.
The dentistry support fee witt rise
from $9,000 to $9,700 next year, a
7. 7 percent increase. Sending states
will pay $10,300 the following year,
an increase of6.2 percent.
The podiatry support fee will rise
next year from $4,800 to $5,000 up
4.2 percent. An eight percent in·

crease for 1980-81 will bring the
amoum of$5,400.
Dental hygiene, optometry and
grad11ate nursing support fees
currently amount to $4,200 a year.
Next year, a 7.1 percent increase
will cost sending states $4,500, A
4.4 percent rise in 1980-81 wi11
amount to $4,700 for these areas.
A small increase is slated for
support fees in the following areas:
physical therapy, occupational
therapy, graduate library studies
and public health.
A $100 increase to $3,500 a year
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Run may add a bit of spice
or

feature
Homecoming
tlii' year h the 11. C'ook
llumc<:mning Run for Campus
Child Care organized by the UNM
Yet cram ( 'luh.
"The trauition of Homecoming
has detcriorateu in the last years,"
;;uti ( 'isco Ci<~rda, pre,idcnt of vets.
"We want to offer more than
mJillercncc to the festivity."
<iarcia 'aid the run, scheduled
lor October 21, will help raise
money for UNM's Child Care
Center.
"We arc issuing a challenge to
UNM students for mass participation with benefits going to the
child c~tre program," said Gary
Vicrhcller, an organizer for the
student vctcruns.
A
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~'I
E.n•g'IUs.St1S lir Cuntad Ll'nsrs

One day st•rvk<•. qual it.• and
sill<• ui reason a hie cost
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Cas·e~·

Opti(·al Co.
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J.nnHI.'t ut \\·a.-.hinglnn
265-8b46

"We allo arc encouraging
organit.ations or groups to enter as
teams to support the spirit and
tradition of Homecoming and to
have fun with physical f'ilnc.s>," he
said.
Garcia said President William
Davis may run against the New
Mexico Sate University president.
Governor Jerry Apodaca has also
been asked to run i.n the event, he
snid.
The organizers said they hope
runners will spice up the "fun run"
by obtaining pledges. Runners may
complete all or part of the 4.5 mile
run starting from the law school
and ending at the Child Care
Center.
"Alumni groups and other
campus clubs will be running
through the old and new purls of
camups," said Garcia.
The run is co-sponsored by H.
Cook Sporting Goods and Adidas,
and is sanctioned by the AA U,
Vicrheiler said. All runners will
receive free T-shirts. Ribbons will
be given to all those who finish the
race and prizes Will be awarded to

No Service Charge Checking
for

UNM

Students

and
Faculty, Staff & Employees

Ct\lzens Bank of Albuquerque
2500 LoUtstana. NE 1213 San Pedro. NE 2901 Cande1ana, NE
Albuquerque, New Mextco Phone 883-5200

Member FDIC

La Posada
LA POSADA
is having an
introductory sale
of its ENTREE CARD.

..

.-'•

Dining Service

The regular price
of $9.00 is discounted
this week to $8.00,
a $10.00 cash value
with this coupon.
One coupon per diner.

If you are not presently
one of our regular diners,
come dine with us an cit
experience out full
line meml served
daily. We are located
just· North of Johnson
Gym.

the l'irst four finishers in each age
group, he said.
The entry fcc for individuals is $4
if paid before Oct. 16, and $5
thereafter.
Garcia oaid they are especially
interested in team entries, such as
fraternal organizations, faculty-

student rivals and other community
organizations.
"If any challenge races are
desired, enter the teams and we'll
give you the results. Team scoring
will be based on the average
finishing place of the first four
members of each team," he said.

August 21 thruAugust31,l978

The entry fee for individuals is $4

if paid before Oct. 16, and $5
thereafter.
·
Garcia said they are especially
interested in team entries, sucb as
fraternal organizations, facultystudent rivals and other community
organizations.

Recent heat waves and summer
UNM horticulturist Frank B.
sunlight have spurred the growth of Feather said algae covering the
alga7 beds in the UNM duck pond, pond has been removed.
cau~mg more problems for grounds
He said copper sulphate was used
mamtenan~e
personnel
this this summer to stabilize the growth.
summer,
Should algae growth co11tinue,

Cancer break through
sought by U. doctors
A two-day retreat involving
about 15 Indian medicine men and
20 physicians from the UNM
School of Medicine has resulted in a
unique cancer contol program on
the Navajo reservation.
There is no word in the Navajo
language for cancer. The closest
translation is "sore that docs not
heal."
Several years ago, doctors at the
UNM Cancer Research and
Treatment Center began discussing
a mutual program with Navajo
medicine men. They hoped
physici&ns would learn how to be
more sensitive to traditional
customs and beliefs and to work
together with the medicine men.
The medicine men could leam more
about the actual cancer disease
process and treatment and could be
instntmental in referring patients
for treatment if necessary.
If the medicine men actually
encouraged the Navajo patients to
seek other treatment, perhaps the
patient would not feel as if he had
forsaken or admitted the failure of
his traditional ways, the UNM
doctors believed.

At the same time the UNM
discussions were under way, a
group of concerned citizens in the
Kayenta area decided they must try
to do something about the problem
of "the sore that does not heal."
Kayenta is one of the most
traditional and isolated areas of the
Navajo Nation.
Bessie Allen, director of health
education at the Kayenta Indian
Health Service Unit clinic, pointed
out it was impossible to ignore the
cancer problem any longer.
Although the general incidence of
cancer among Indians is about half
that of Anglos, there are certain
types which are occurring at a much
higher rate than would be expected.
Many of these cancers are types
that can be detected early and
treated effectively.
During the retreat, medicine men
from all over the reservation and
physicians presented their views of
cancer causes and treatment. Many
of the Navajo beliefs, explained in
terms related to their religion and
customs, have a basis in scientific
fact. One of these beliefs is that

Culture link sought
With the enthusiasm and skill of
Sherlock Holmes, a researcher at
the UNM Tumor Registry is seeking
clues to the relationship between
cancer and a person's culture,
environment and ancestors.
Dr. Robert Buechley is an
epidemiologist for the registry,
which has been in existence since
1967. Information about every case
of cancer in New Mexico is stored
in the confidential files, with more
than 30,000 records computerized.
Statistics such as the number of
cases of lung cancer in a certain
county or population group could
help explain patterns of cancer
incidence in the state.
The main offices of the Tumor
Registry are in the UNM Cancer
Research and Treatment Center on
the Medical Center campus north
of Lomas •
Dr. Buechley's special search at
present is to find out if there is a
link between the extremely high rate
of gallbaldder cancer in Indian
women and the higher than normal
rate also found in Sp!lnishAmerican women in New Mexico.
Throughout North America,
Indian women get this type of
cancer at approximately 20 times
the expected tate. Most Indian
Women, both Pueblo and Navajo,

over the age of 40 have chronic
gallbladder problems. Indian men
also have more gallbladder cancer
than would be expected, but not as
high a rate as that of women.
Only one other SpanishAmerican female population (in El
Paso) has the same statistically high
incidence of gallbladder cancer
found .in the Spanish-American
woman in New Mexico. At present,
there is no widely accepted explanation for this pattern, Buechley
said.
Twenty deaths from gallbladder
cancer in women were reported in
Rio Arriba County between 1957
and 1974, according to Tumor
Registry records. Buechley has
found that all of the cases lived in a
very Spanish culture.
The interest in family forebears
stems from the hypothesis that
there is Iridian ancestry common to
the Spanish-American women who
developed gallbladder cancer. Dr.
Buechley discovered that, in the
mother-daughter pair, the mother's
father was a Navajo. As he continues his search he expects to find
similar relationships.
Dr. Buechley points out that, if
gallbladder cancer is inherited
individuals with· cases in thei~
families should have early and
frequent checkups.

beautiful young women have more
cervical cancer because they have
more male friends. Eating nontraditional foods or lack of respect
for natural laws i:; also thought to
make one more likely to develop
cancer.
Dr. Alcie Casey, project director
of the Kayenta Cancer Control
Program, believes the main accomplisment of the retreat was that
all participants left with the feeling
that cooperation between the UNM
physicians and the medicine men is
possible.
Because of the retreat, Dr.
Cooper feels, Navajo women who
are diagnosed as having cancer and
who need surgery or other treatment now may be encouraged by a
medicine man to seek outside
treatment, being assured that
Indian ways would not be rejected.
A Navajo patient in the hospital
may now be encouraged by the
physician to seek the help · of a
medicine man while in the hospital.

Leotards
Accessories

Local Agent:
Charles A. Brothers,8100 Mountain Rd., N. IE.
Suite 207, Albuquerque, N.M. 87110
Telephone 265·7040
-

aluminum sulphate would be used
next year, Feather said.
The horticulturist said the
ehemcal, which is widely used in
landscaping, would not have any
damaging effects on the ducks.
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Mary Harrison shovels algae cleaned from the surface _
of_the
pond
into a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
wheelbarrow.
_ _duck
_ __.:._
_ __c.:..:.::.._....::.
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.Health serv1ce
The Mental Health Service of the
Student Health Center provides
individual, couple, group and
family short-term therapy.

Student Discount
On All D anskin

Si~fl ot t~c

P.ampr:;r.cd ffiaid0~
2937 Monte Vista NE
(On the ·tria
)

Low water pressure in the pump;
compounds maintenancr. problem;
and hurts the ccologica, balance of
plantl\nd animal life, he ;aid.

..,..,

DUCTORY
COURSE.

lends its ears

10%

Feather sai.d the pond was
originally designed to help irrigate
the
surrounding
ian dscape.
lrrigatinn has been restricted bY the
algae which clogs the water pumps.

l:4

Tights

Underwrittenby'I<EYSTONE LIFE /NS. CO,

Present Enrollment Period:
August 21, 1979 thru September 10, 1979
Enrollment maybe by
Fall Semester or for full year.

-~

DANSKIN®

Student Health Insurance

Enroll at: UMN Cashier's Office
Student Health Center 1·4 p.m. Oaily
Local Agent's Office

This coupon good

Algae disturbs water p;;~p;·A"'"'""'"

others and life probelms, he said.
The Mental Health Service
provides psychological service for
students throughout the year,
including vacations and semester
breaks, Baron said.

Emotional and identity crises are
common during college years when
a p~rson' s position beliefs and
value foundations are challenged
and threatened, said psychologist
Michael Baron.

Appointments can be made at the
Student Health Center Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. t~ 4
p.m. by calling 277-4537. Dunng

Short-term counseling is aimed at
facilitating an individuals ability to
cope and deal in a constructive
gr?wth-related way with oneself,

the day students are also seen on an
emergency walkcin basis. In addition, emergency consultations are
available nights and weekends
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This could be the beginnihg of your
favorite course this year.
Just cur out this coupon and come on
over for a big, fresh Wharaburger<& cooked
just the way you want it and made with
everything you like. Lettuce, pickles,
tomatoes ... you harrte id
Add some hot, crispy French fries.

A large, frosty cold drink. And you've
got a regular, full course meal! All from
Whataburger.
And when you clip out this coupon
we'll introduce you to something free'
So come on over and get into your
favorite course! We're waiting, but we
won't start \Yithour you.

r••••••••••····-~
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BUY AWHATABURGER~FOR A FRIEND.
Plc;tsc
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UNM professor
awarded medal
1\ l!NM rrofc;sor who is a
lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army
Rewrvc hal received the highest
medal <I warded W reservist\.
Dr. Ambrosio Ortega, an
educational foundmions professor
and director of UNM's Latin
/\mcncan Project\ in Education,
was awarded the "meritorious
scrvtcc medal" by Major General

Lines

McKean in ccremonie.s
earlier this month at Ft. Lewio,
Wa.'>hington.
He received the award for
''meritorious performance of
duties" while assigned as director
of perwnnel and administration
and adjutant of the Reserve's I 56th
Support Group from October of
1976 to August 1978.

Franklin
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ENGINEERING COURSES
FOR NON-ENGINEERS

school

ln response to a growing need tor information on
technology, the College of Engineering is offering the
following courses for non-technical students next semester.
These courses are designed for students in the humanities,
social sciences, arts, and education. Only a minimal
amount of mathematics Is used when needed to explain
basic principles. All courses are for 3 credit hours and
graduate credit is allowed except for engineering majors.
Further information may be obtained from the UNM Bulletin
on the Engineering College Office, FEC 107 (277·5521)
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STUDENT

Thank you for shopping S.B.S,! We appreciate your patron.age, and to show you just how much we do, S.B.S, is
offering our customers the money saving values below. And to familiarize you with our policies, we are
providing the following information:
REFUNDS: You may return textbooks for a full refund for the Fall and Spring semesters for three weeks from the
beginning of the semester, Providing (1) you must have our register receipt; (2) new books being returned
must still be NEW & UNMARKED. All textbook sales after the third week of the Fall & Spring semesters are
FINAL. (Summer session return period expires one week after the beginning of classes.)
·BOOK BUY BACK: S.B.S. will buy your textbooks for CASH, Monday thru Saturday, year 'round, providing:
textbooks musf be CURRENT EDITIONS and in SALEABLE CONDITION. We will pay up to 50% of the NEW retail
price for textbooks for which we have a UNM DEPARTMENTAL REQUISITION, and for which we ARE NOT
OVERSTOCKED. Current edition textbooks not meeting these conditions, (books not currently in use at UNM,
books not in saleable condition, ~and books which we have sufficient stock of) will be purchased at a
WHOLESALE VALUE determined by one of four national textbook jobbers. CURRENT I.D. REQUIRED TO SELL
BOOKS.
PRODUCTS & SERVICES: S.B.S. promises to make every effort to stock what our customers want, ond ot prices
geared to the student budget. If you don't see what you want, or if you don't like what you purchased from
S.B.S., please let us know! Our national buying power allows us to pass our savings on to you on many
products, and enables us to stock the Largest selection of USED textbooks. We also stock supplies, gift items,
genera! books, and Hewlett-Packard, Sharp, and Texas Instrument calculators and accessories. S.B.S. also
offers photocopying at a nominal charge, and we offer tremendous savings to our student customers on over
sixty magazines through NACSCORP's Campus Subscription Cards. FREE notary service too, with student I. D.

Part of life at UNM are the long lines at the Cashier's office

1
1

in Scholes Hall.

ENG 320 ·Engineering ln lts Social Context
Eng 337 ·Water Pollution Control
Eng 350 ·Transportation and Society
Eng 370 · Materials and the Environment
Eng 382 ·Energy and the Environmment
Eng 385 -Solar Energy Use
CP SC\105- Survey of Computing

MWF 11:00-11:50
MWF
8:00·8:50
MWF
9:00-9:50
MW
4:30-5:45
TT
6:30-7:45
TT
12:30-1:45
TT
9:30-10:45
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Campus Crusade
for Christ
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Kickoff Meeting:
Thursday, August 24 at 7:00pm
Room 340 Family Practice Bldg.
Medical Center North Campus
For more information call:

Student~ line up at the UNM bookstore to buy supplies for
the commg semester.

266~2343

.
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Sun-Tran sells
passes to students

: ·=

Bus passes for the City's Sun-

~~

UNM during the first days of

~~

~ nan bus system will go on sale at
~~~
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school.
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STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
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Local Agent: Charles R. Brothers, 8100 Mountain Rd., N.E
SUite. 207, Albuquerque, N.M, 87110 265-7040
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Present Enrollment Period: August 21, 1979 thru September 10, 1979·
Enrollment may be by Fall Semester or for full year.
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office
S tudent Health Center
· 1·4· p.m. Daily
Local Agent's Office
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Students, faculty and staff may
purchase passes at the Sun-Ttan
booth at the UNM Bookstore,
August 17, 18, 21 and 22. The
booth will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m.
A university semester bus pass is
$28 and allows a full-time student
to take unlimited rides anywhere in
the Sun-'fran system duringthe fall
semester. A university monthly pass
is $8 and offers unlimited rides for
one calendar month.
To be eligible for a semester pass,
the purchaser must be a full-time
student registered at UNM and
must show his UNM ID card to the
bus representatives. Each semester
pass must carry the photograph of
the student. Monthly passes do.not
require a photograph.
.
Commuter bus passes Will also be
on. sale for parHime students,
faculty and staff for $11 a month.
A regular adult fare is :JS cents.
Students who have prepaid for
their bus passes during pre•
registration can pick them up at the
bus booth.
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Men's Siladium & Women's Fashion Rings
ArtCarved
RING DAYS

SAVE UP TO $25

While

WILSON

~~

~~~fsly

T~~T~~~~~~

..
MASTER CHARGE

Sept. 11-16

percustomer

Reg. $3.49-$2.59 w/coupon

20% OFF ON ALL BACK PACKS
w/coupon only
(while supply lasts)

Sept. 25-30

Oct. 2-7
15% OFF STUDY & DESK LAMPS
w/coupon

10% OFF ART SUPPLIES
w/coupon only
entire stock of "ArtCave'' reduced

Oct. 9-14

Sole. Annex

Limit 1 can

Sept. 18-23

BOOK SALE
Thousands of books- all categories
Academic-Paperback-General
S.B.S. Sale Annex-Upper Level

GIANTTEXTBOOK SALE
Originally $2.00-$25.00
now
$1.00-$3.98

Sept • 5·9

'~WW'

\~~~

Aug. 28 & 29
VISA

~

Oct. 16-21

Upper

Level

10% OFF SCHOOL & OFFICE SUPPLIES
PENS, PAPER, INKS, FOLDERS,
NOTEBOOKS
$2.00 minimum purchase required
w/coupon only
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Handicapped students
confined by ramps
A
Get Acquainted Dance
With

Dazzle
Wednesday, August 23, 1978
In the SUB Ball Room
Dancing Starts at 9:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be served
~--------~~----------------

Admission $1.00

Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service Possible

By ANNA .POOLE
It has taken the city and the
University five and one-half years
to get the existing wheelchair ramps
installed along Central Avenue but
the work is not completed.
There are wheelchair ramps on
all four corners of Yale and Central
and of Stanford and Central.
Joe McKinney, campus planner
in the University architect's office, .
said the wheelchair ramps were
proposed "about flve and one-half
years ago. Thank goodness we
finally got some." The ramps were
complete<:! in the Spring.
Wheelchair ramps exist only on
the south side of Central and
Cornell. Ramps have not been built
on the north side of Central and
Cornell because the univershy
"wants a permanent solution which
view~ the area in its entirety."
McKinney said.
McKinney said Central and
Cornell will be a pedestrian entrance to the main campus. The
entrance will be expanded, four
parking spaces will be lost, a bus
shelter will be built and wheelchair
ramps will be installed.
Leslie Donovan, president of the
student organization Disabled on
CamptiS, who is confined to a
wheelchair, said, "I can't gel to the
Frontier Restaurant from the north

si<:le of Central, If I go across at
Stanford there is an alley that I
can't get across. If l go across at
Yale there are no curb cuts at
Harvard, which is i.n between Yale
and CornelL If there were curb cuts
at Cornell I could just go across the

street."
Donovan, who said she did not
cross Central at all until last Spring
because there were no curb cuts at
all, said she crosses Central two or
three times a week now.

1t .would be possible to cross
Central at Cornell and drive a
wheelchair up the exit from the
parking area but a parking barrier
was installed in February.
McKinney said the barrier is
temporary and "necessary because
in a parking area if you bring in
pedestrians it creates a conflict."
McKinney said the modifications
on the corner arc a "fairly high
priority. I would like to sec the strip
completed within a year,"
The cost is unknown, McKinney
said, "It depends upon the design,
the
surface
and
drainage
problems."
Dick Bryant, associate traffic
engineer, said his ofllce submitted a
plan for reconstruction of the
parking area and exit for $1,350.
The plan included a channel for
drain water with a steel cover, one

ramp from the crosswalk and a
barrier for the parking lot.
McKinney said, "We are not
going to loose our ability to go
along,
initially,
with
the
modifications to Bryant's proposal,
but we want more, like a bus
shelter."
The main campus is in ''good
shape", McKinney said. "UNM is
in good shape compared to other
schools."
Barrier-free construction was
begun in 1967, he said, before it
was part of the slate building code.
He said there are some former
houses which have now been turned
into offices on the north campus
which are not accessible but he
emphasized not every space needs
to be available to the handicapped.
"The regulations read, when a
program is viewed in its entirety is it
acces~ible," he said. "We're getting
there.''
All buildings and programs must
be accessible by June due to HEW
regulations, he said.
There are an estimated 300
persons at UNM who are physically"
handicapped. McKinney sai<:l a
qook,
"UNM~Where
The
Disabled Are Just People' 1 is
available.
The book
gives
wheelchair routes, keyed elevators
and other in formation, McKinney
said.
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This is a tight squeeze for Leslie to maneuver her wheelchair past.
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New Mexico Dancewear
2417 Wyoming N.E. no. 10
292-2747
Ballet Shoes - $650 - $7 50
Toe Shoes - $14°5
Jazz Pants - $14°0
Danskin Leotards, tights & skirts

Quality Eyewear
II

4

10% off with ad thru 9/2/78.

Leslie contemplates a steep curb onto the street.

(Wyoming and Constitution)

Phone: B96-6757

You Don't Have To Park A City Bus

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30to5:30
Sat. 10:00 to 1:00
Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts

Bus passes on sale
Leslie Donovan, president of the Disabled on Campus, cannot cross Central at Cornell
because ramps have not been installed on the north side of the street.

The Ul\IM Administrative

COFFEE SHOP
Will be Qpen for the fall semester Monday thru Friday 7:00am-3:30pm starting August 1978
with a

CONTINENTAL BR~AKFAST

Photos by
Donna
Binne1Neg

Don't let the parking situation around campus get you down. L'?-t SUN-TRAN 1
Albuquerque's public transit system, bring you to school in style. (All of our
buses are air conditioned) Save money and energy at the same time.
SUN-TRAN representatives will be at the UNM Bookstore this week. Stop by
and ask us about our university bus passes. If you have already pret·egistered for a pass you can pick it up at this booth.
We will have free bus information, schedules and maps for our new "GRID"
route system.

or a lunch special

University Bus Passes For Fulltime UNM Students
828.00 a semester or 88.00 a mouth

MAKE YOUR OWN SALAD BAR

Commuter Bus Passes For Faculty and Sttaff
and Part-Time Students
811.00 amoutli

A Member Owned, Worker Managed Business
Pa~s and accessories at nonprofit prices Substantial

savmgs on special orders

All of the DNM
Community is
welcortte to dine
at the coffee shop.
Ad mbais tr a ti v e
Coffee Shott

Our public shop contains the tool~ you need to fix your
bicycle. Expert instruction is also available.
If you prefer, out shop mechanics will fix your bike at a
reasonable price.

'

.

.

SUN-TRAN AT UNM
August

~1. and~~

9am- 4pm

UNM BOOKSTORE

Alternative Community Center

1805 Roma ST.

106 Girard Blvd. S·E·
265·5170
Mon.Sat. 10 a.m.·6 p.rn.

Call 766-7830 for :more information

f'f1!'~
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Christmas Time
In San Diego

-

When Christmas time comes to the winner of the
Western Athletic Conference (WAC) football
championship, a package will arrive in titling them to a
trip to San Diego.
There they will sec the first-ever Holiday Bowl from
some very choice scats.
Gone from WAC affiliation are Arizona. State and
with them leaves the Fiesta Bowl.
Enter San Diego, with the world's largest zoo, a
university which has been newly approved as a
member of theW AC and a stadium which seats 52,000
persons.
The Holiday Bowl, which is seat for Dec. 22, will be
televised by the Mizlou Network over the ne1et three
years.
Officials had considered naming the new postseason game the Poinsettia Bowl, because of its
relation to Christmas. The poinsettia has not been
discarded, however, as it will be used as the official
emblem and will be used on all the graphics.
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'78WAC
Football
Has Arrived
All across

~he

nation, the sound
of pads thudding, bones breaking
and coaches screeching can be
heard as the nation turns its eyes to
the 1978 college football season.
And the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) is no exception
as all but one of the WAC teams
have begun their workouts.
Colorado State begins their drills
on Friday.
Brigham Young appears to be the
team to beat, while Colorado
States's defensive tackle Mike Bell
is the WAC player getting the most
attention across the nation.
Other key WAC players include
UNM's safety Max Hudspeth, who
is also the nation's third leading
punt returner, and Brigham
Young's quarterback Marc Wilson.

Texas Instruments
advanced slide rule
calculator with programmability
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The
. ~as ~n almost unbearable combination wi'ih the tensions
that filled the high school gymnasium in a small mid-western town.
Three of the boys would be cut from the basketball team on that day and
the struggle on the court was intense.
Then one of them attempted a sharp turn. A collision followed and the
boy hit the floor in pain. A bone in his foot had snapped and pierced
through his flesh.
First there was silence from shock, then everybody began shrugging it
off saying things like, "He'll be alright." and "That's a tough way to get
cut, but I guess that's the way the game's played,"
Then finally the jokes. "Who says basketball's not a contact sport?"
and "Now I get to play first team."
Bill Walton has decided to leave the Portland Trail Blazers, but it's not a
question of salary. It's a question of medicine, of treatment and of a
players right to be injured.
Injuries happen. They happen a lot in sports. It's part of the game and
the athletes know what kind of risks they are taking when they participate.
But people don't want to hear about injuries unless they're placing bets
in Vegas and want to get better odds on a game.
They would rather see an athlete tough an injury out. They praise an
athelte who has jumped up from a state of near unconsciousness and
performed heroically in pain.
Coaches need to win games and they can't do it with their star players
sidelined with injuries. In this miracle world of medicine, coaches can have
their athletes doctored up well enough to stagger intrepidly back into
action.
Walton wants better medical treatment and he should be heard out.
Injuries are as part of athletics as championships. aut injuries are not the

Meeting
Scheduled
Even though the college umpire's
cry of "play ball, "is still a few
months away, Lobo coach Vince
Cappelli has got things starting
already.
There Will be a mandatory
meeting for all returning squad
members, new players and walkons, at 4 p.m. in room 142 in the
south complex.
The Lobos, an almost annual
third-place finisher behind Arizona
State, will have a chance for advancement with the two schools
now having departed for the PAC10.
San Diego State, the new kids on
the block, will join UNM and Texas
El Paso in the WAC's southern
division this year, while the not·
lhern division remains the same.

Football
Walk-ons
Welcome
Any person interested in walking
onto the UNM football team is
asked to be at a meeting today at 7
p.m. in the south complex.
Those interested must pass a
physical which is to be given
following the meeting in the
training
room.

•

Tl-55. Versatile slide rule calculator and ''how to" book combination
for statistical and mathematical problem solving- with simple
programmability.
Advanced Tl-55 capabilities include programming, plus a unique blend of hardWare and
sof!ware supportleatures. Easily handles almost any mathematical operation, from
logarithms and trigdrlbmetry to more advanced statistical problems. Easy-to-understand
140-page Calculator Decision Making Sourcebook shows you how to use the power of
statistics, financial mathematics, and programmability in ma~ing better decisions, whatever
your field or profession. Step-by-step examples cover analyzing relationships in data,
verifying quality and performance, measuring chaf1ge, forecasting trends, testing research
$
claims. and projecting Investment returns.

retail•
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S.B.S. ·

$4). 95

untatn
rts LTD.
Book Paeks • Running Shoes
Swint lVear • Tennis Raeli.ets
Raeket Ball Raekets • lVartuups

Ski Rental
Jn•o[essional assistance

26S-6949
1101 Sanl"cdro XI~
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Ski Season Here For Sk.i Team
.

.

Winter and the ski season in New
Me.xico are still three months away
but to the UNM ski team, under the
guidance of coaches George Brooks
and Klaus Weber, the season is here
now.
The ski team, which begins its
dryland training in a few weeks, is
looking for all male and female
UNM full-time undergraduate
students who are interested in
trying. out for the team.
The first team meeting will take
place Friday, Aug. 25 at 3:30p.m.
in room 124 of Johnson ()ym.
Those interested must attend the
first team meeting and no one will
be accepted after that.
Coaches Brooks and Weber "ill
screen those who have shown interest in joining the team and racing
experience is preferred.
The ski team, which has won the
The snow is about three months away, but the training
Central Intercollegiate Ski League season is here now.
title for the .past five years will be
competing in a larger and more
competitive league. The CISL and
the Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate
Ski League will become one league
for the upcoming season.
Those interested are urged to
attend the meeting and anyone with
questions concerning the team
meeting may contact coach Brooks
or coach Weber.

national
optical

1

hour service

2110 Central S.E.
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1978 SAN DIEGO

JOHNSON GYM-- MON ,, Wed,, Fri., noon- I p.m., 4p.m.- 9:15
p.m. Tues.,Thurs., 4:45p.m.- 9:15p.m. Sat., Sun. noon- 4:45 p.rn,
AUXILIARY GYM-- M-F 7 p.m.· 9:15 p.m., Sat., Sui!., noon4:45p.m.
WEIGHT ROOM·- Mol!., Wed., Fri., noon- 1 p.m. 3:30p.m.9:1.5 p.m., Tues., Thurs., noon-3:30p.m.- 9:15p.m. Sat., Sun.,
noon- 4:45 p.m.
HANDBALL COURTS -- Mon., Wed,, Fri., noon- 9:15 p.m.
Tues., Thurs., 12;30 p.m.- I :30 p.m., 3:30- 9:15 ·p.m., Sat., Sun.,
noon- 4:45 p.m .
CARILISLE GYM-- M-F 6:30 ,J.m.- 9:15p.m. Sat., Sun., noon4:45p.m.
SWIMMING POOL-- M-1>' (students, faculty, staff only) 7 a.m.3:30p.m., (guests allowed) 5:30- 9:15p.m., Sat., Sun. noon- 4:45
p.m.
TENNIS COURTS
East Courts-- Mon., Wtd., 4:30p.m.- dark, Tues., Thurs., 5 p.m.
- dark Fri., 3 p.m. - dark Sat., Sun,, 7 a.m.- dark North Courts-Mon., Wed., Fri., noon- I p.m. Mon., Wed., 7 p.m .• dark Tues.,
Thurs., 6:30 p.m. - dark Fri. 3 p.m.- dark Sat.. 7 a.m. - 8 a.m., 1I
a.m. dark Sun., 7 p.m.- dark.

I.
f

8:30- Thursday August 24
This session will be held in New Mexico Union Bldg. 250-c
Come to meet UNM staff and learn about services and
opportunities for you. ·
- ,.

243-6157
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The Wages Of Smack

Who 'II Stop The Rain
llnilcd ArJi;(
Coronudo 4
118 minutes
b) ,John Cnputc
197J ex-Vietnam news
unrc;pondc111 Robert Stone wrote
1he nov" I no}!, Soldi<•r.s·. It won a
\:at1onal Book Award und, among
utl~t·• thinp>, c·oiJ<;erncd it>elf with
V leiillllll, t w" kilos (lf hcrtJin, burnt
out anu pantnoid hippies and other
lmt'l'· It could be the dell niti vc
>tatcmcnt on whut happened to the
Wooc.htoc.:k Nalion.

ln

----

Bookbag
Special!
A roomy daypacl<, perfect
for books ... made of tough,
water proof nylo~

Reg. 9 ' 50

Sale 6.95
MOUNTAINS
A!IC

IVERS

Stone, co-writer Judith Rascoe,
and director Darel Rci\z have
transformed DOli Soldiers to the
screen under the title of a
Crccucncc Clearwater Revival song
"Who'll Stop The Rain." I can't
undcr>tand why they changed the
title but, thankfully, they haven't
tampered too greatly with the
novel'; content~.
Michael Moriarty, the Nazi Dar!'
in television'\ /lolocuust and star of
the '<tdly overlooked 1971 l'ilm
!Jung 1/u• Drum Slowly, is Con-

verse, a weary Vietnam news
corrcspontlcnt. Converse is a
pcrcnial loser who hopes to get
everything in one 'woop by selling
two kilos of heroin back in the
States. He persuades an old Marine
buddy, Hicks, played by Nick
Nolte, to smuggle the skag from
Vietnam to California. Converse's
unsuspecting wife, Tuesday Weld
in her first movie in years as far as 1
know, 'Will act as the go-between.
Converse has been set up,
though, by a corrupt Government
agent, Anthony Zerbe of television
heavy fame, who will stop at
nothing to get the stuff. He and a
pair of saidstic hippies pursue
Hicks and Converse's wife Marge
across California and New Mexico,
using Converse as unwilling bait.

The first edition of
VNM's new creatil!e publication
of literary and artistic concepts

Michael Moriarty is always good,
if underrated. Anthony Zerbe
makes a good bad guy. Tuesday
Weld is appropriately wirnpish as
the wimpish wife, and Nick Nolte
steals the film from everybody. In
Rich Man, Poor Man and The
Deep, all Nolte was required to do
wa., look like a hunk. As Hicks, the
near psyd10tic loner who Nictzche
anu who is far from being a hero,
but is heroic in hh own way, Nolte
is the focal point of the film. His
presence dominates the film, both
physically and as an actor. In a film
filled with sadists, losers, junkies,
and generally unsympathetic
characters, Nolte's Hicks comes off
as the only truly sympathetic
charactor. The final shot of him
walking down a railroad track in
the midule of the desert, alone anu
slowly bleeding to death, is unforgctable.
The supporting performances are
flawless,
Richard
Kline's
photography is stunning, especially
the strobe illuminated gun battle in
an old New Mexico hippie commlmc. Leonard Roseman's score is
the only real distraction in the film.
Roseman's score is the only real
distraction in the film. Roseman is
of the all obtrusive 1950's school of
film scoring and is a constant
annoyance in the film.
The Creedence Clearwater songs
used --"Who'll Stop The Rain"
and ''Hey Tonight" --are still a joy
to hear.
Who 'II Stop The Rain is not a
great film, no! as good as the
material it's taken from, but at a
time when every other film is a
remake, a sequal, a rip-off of Star
Wars and Jaws, or has something
to do with disco, it is a blessing to
find a film that owes nothing to
anything else, Is exciting without
rdying on million dollar special
effects, and docs not compromise
while still entertaining.

Long Playets
UFO: Obsessio~: Chrysalis; CHR

1182
With the release of UFO's fifth
album, they do manage to prove
one thing. UFO is dcfinately ob·
sessed.
This is one album which is almost
impossible to pass judgement on.
The album is hard core, hard
driving rock. UFO has always been
a band dedicated to the hard rock
brand of music.
If you like soft, melodic music,
pass this one up. If you like good,
'gut-level' rock music, this is the
album for you.

on sale
$2.00

In Marron Hall Room 131
U~M Bookstore and
the Mercado

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!
Luncheon special
2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken
dinner ron, spicy beans, and seven up
WITH THIS COUPON

139

REDEEM AT 1830 LOMAS. AT YALE

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DfUV£ UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE,
OTHER LOCATI.ONS:
5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. & SAT.

ARTS

ARTS

''Who'll Stop The RoJn?''

matchbox
Circus, Others
To Perform

Choir Tryouts SIQted

I .
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"How To" Succeeds
By JOE WESBROOK
"Ambltion-n. A strong desire to
achieve <omething; will to. ~uc

ceed."
The Albuquerque Civic Light
Opera (ACLOA) production of
"How To Succeed In Business
Without Really Trying" is over·
flowing with ambition. The large
(forty-six members) cast bust their
collective butt to put on a good
show, and they succeed.
"How To Succeed" is an am·
bilious project for ACLOA to take
on. Based on Shepherd Mead's
semi-autographlcal book, "How
To Succeed" was a long running
play on Broadway and later a movie
starring Robert Morse and Rudy
Vallee. It is one of the few
Broadway musicals to win a
Pulitzer Prize.
This is the story of J. Pierrepont
Finch, an ambition-filled window
washer whose inspiration is a
Norman Vincent Peale-ish book on
Success. Starting at the bottom of
the corporate ladder with the World
Wide Wicket Corporation, Finch
works/worms his way into a variety
of positions, always moving up, by
a Combination of dumb luck, name
dropping, bootlicking, and "Skill,
diplomacy, and bold caution."
That line from the play could be the
formula for success in the corporate
jungle.
Tom Stanton plays Finch in the
ACLOA production. His voice is
not· quite strong enough, even in
Popejoy's fine acoustic setting, but
Stanton
compensates
with
boundless energy. He's all over the
stage-ambition translated into
action. As the principal character
he is onstage in almost every scene.
His energy never lets up. He drives
the rest of the cast to perfor1J1 up to
his level.
Finch's chief antagonist on his
rise to the top, a SnideJy Whiplash·
type character, is well played by
Jerry Wood. Wood is a long, lanky
actor wlth the right demeanor to
h~.rass Finch's every step. Without
being trite, Wood plays the
"Curses. Foiled again." role to the

hilt.
As Rosemary, the female lead
and Finch's chief love interest, Jean
Gerrish is the power behind the

man on the move. A talented UNM
beauty, Gerrish has several line
solos, including "I Believe In
Yt)U." She sings that fil"t line
"You have the cooL clear eyes of a
seeker of wisdom and truth" to
e'-ery man in the audience. The
guys' sighs were quite audible. One
of her solos, however, was almost
drowned out by the stage crew as
they moved the next scene's props
into position. Shame on those guys.
Two other characters in How To
Succeed deserve special mention.
Kathy Mille, as Smitty, is excellent.
She's a talented singer and dancer,
and a definite plus in the musical
numbers. Denise Kruger, as Hedy
La Rue, plays the vamp to the hilt.
As the Big Boss' plaything she has
the funniest lines in th'e play and
performs them to perfection. Both
ladies merit future attention.
Undoubtedly the highlights of
How To Succeed are the musical
numbers where most of the cast is
on stage. "Coffee Break" is an
energetic joy, as strong as coffee
that has been brewing all day. ''A
Secretary Is Not A Toy" has the
female cast members lined up in a
chorus line singing anti-sexist lyrics.
The dichotomy of the piece-a
chorus line ofladies telling us that a
secretary isn't a thng to be played
with-works nicely. The specially
choreographed disco sene is the big
production number and works
dramatically, visually, as well as
musically. Jim Taylor, the director,
devised this piece, and it's a fine
addition. The finale, where the
entire cast sings "Brotherhood of
Man" vocally and in deaf sign
language, is an emotionally stirring
ending. The deaf signs are an excellent touch.
There were some minor flaws in
this opening night production.
Some lyrics· Were lost in the sound
system as the performers moved
about the stage, The stage crew
makes too much noise as they move
props. The orchestra as a whole did
a good job, but there were some
off-l<ey slip-ups.
How To Succeed In Business
Without ReaUy Trying is ACLOA's
most ambitious production to date.
It will be playing at Popejoy Hall
August 25, 26, and 27, and Sep·
tcmber I and 2. It is musical proof
that nothing succeeds like success.

oldest organizations on campus,
and considereu by many to be the
finest performing choral ensemble
in New Mexico. This year's
schedule for the choir includes
performances
of
Haydn's
~'Paukenmesse,''
Hand~l's
~~Messiah,"
Mozart's HRegina

Coeli," and a festival of works by
Bach.
For students who are not in·
terested in auditioning for the
Concert Choir, or for those who
fail the audition, the University
Chorus is an alternative open to
those students interested in group
singing. The chorus is a nonaudition group open to all· UNM
students. Academic credit is also
available to students participating
in the chorus. For more in·
formation students are asked to
contact John Clark at 277-4301.

Two Actors Needed

l:

ACLOA At Popejo_y

The UNM Concert Choir, a
choral ensemblemaue up of UNM
students, will be holding tryouts
this week for positions with the
choir. The tryouts are open to all
UNM students, not just music
majors. One hour of academic
credit is available to students who
are participating members of the
choir.
The tryouts are scheduled from
2·5 p.m. on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday, August 24-25. A
prepared solo is not expected for
the tryout, however, if a student
has a solo prepared he/she is en·
couraged to bring it. The tryouts
will be held in Room 1116 of the
Fine Arts Center. John M. Clark,
Director of Choral Activities, will
be conducting the auditions. All
voice parts are available.
The Concert Choir is one of the

tl

Two male UNM students of
Mexican-American or Indian
heritage are being sought to work in
a feature film being made near
Santa Fe. "Horizons" is the fifth
film by writer/director Ron
Norman, and is his theses film for
the UCLA graduate film school.
Norman told the Lobo he needs two
men who can protray characters
between 25-40 _years of age. They
will ,portray muleskinners in
"Horizons." The actors will have
speaking parts in the !11m, and will
be needed for three or four days.
"Horizons" is the story of two
teenage Mexicans growing up in the
early 1900's. The film does not rely
on guns and violence to portray the
suffering condition of the Mexican
people or the political upheavals
that followed the period of time

covered in the film.
Students interested in acting in
"Horizons" are asked to contact
Ron Norman in Sante Fe at 9839152, or leave their names and
pertinent information with Daily
Lobo Arts at 277-5656.

Michael Anthony's Matchbox
Circus headlines two weeks of free
activites sponsored by UNM's
Orientation Commiltcc. The
Matchbox Circus, a loosely knit
collection of street performers, will
appear on the north •nail, from
noon until2 p.m. today. The circus
has been in New Mexico for 4 years
and performed at all fourteen
Downtown Saturday Night street
festivals. The six members of the
Matchbox Circus will perform
magic tricks, mime, Punch and
.I udy shows, and juggling feats
during their show,
Also scheduled to appear is a
mariachi band, "Mariachi Nuevo
Tapaptio" on Friday, August 25.
The band will roam the north mall
and play at the President's lee
Cream Social, also scheduled for
Friday, in the SUB Ballroom. A
free Fleetwood Mac videotape will
be shown all week in the Mesa Vista
Lounge in the SUB basement.
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Noon.
Buffet

The UNM Health Center will be
holding a Health Fair on the mall
on August 31 and September 1.
Students can. have a number of free
health tests performed on them at
the fair. Also scheduled are two
days of Latin American music by
the group "Xcanindio."

Enjoy all th~ piua and
salad you can eat
for only $1.19

Works Sought Fot
Fem AttShow

one piece. An entry fe;: of $3 will be
charged to members of New Mexico
Women In The Arts. Non-members
must pay a $5 entry fee.
Women who wish to .submit
works for the show can do so
August 28, 29 or 30 at UNM's
Hodgin Hall, from noon until 7
p.m., in Room 101. Hodgin Hall is
Works submitted for jurying located near the corner of Central
must be ready for display. Pain- and Univesty.
tings and drawings must be framed
For additional information
Arts Calen.dar August21-27
or matted to be hung. Artists will be contact Barbara Wender at 268Wednesday, Aug. .23: Lecture; allowed to subit two pieces, though
4618, or Daily Lobo Arts at 277David Rusk, mayor of serial works will be considered as 5656.
Albuquerque, 3 p.m., SUB
Ballroom, free.
Films'; 4 Independent Comedies,
"The Bed," "Oh Dem
Watermelons" "Hold Me
While I'm Naked" and
"Dangling Participle," 8 p.m.,
SUB Theatrr, admission
charge.
Friday, Aug. 24: Film; "It Hap·
pened One Night" starring
Clark Gable and Claudette
newbakltee
Colbert, 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.rn.,
SUB Theater, admission
uiiEhC.
charge.
ShoeS =
usa "='
Friday, Aug. 25: Recital; Robyn
Schulkoski-Newton, percussion
recital, 8:15 p.m., Keller Hall,
admission charge. Musical
Comedy; ACLOA presents
"How To Succeed In Business
Without Really Trying," 8:i5
p.m., Popejoy Hall, admission
charge. Film; "International
House" starring W .C. Fields, 7
p.m. and 9:15 p.m., SUB
Theater, admission charge.
Saturday Aug.26: "Monty Python:
And Now For Something
Completely Different", 7, 9:15
and 11:30 p.m., SUB Theater,
admission charge. Musical
Comedy; "How To Succeed In
Business", see Friday, Aug.25. ·
Concert; John Hartford and
New Grass Revival, 8 p.m.,
Convention Center Kiva
Auditorium, admission charge.
Sunday, Aug. 27; Musical Comedy,
"flow
To
Su.cceed
In
Business;', Matinee only, 2:15
p.m., see Friday Aug. 25.
Continuing Events Art Exhibit;
Watercolors by David Gale,
Jonson Gallery, 1909 Las
Lomas Rd. N.E., daily except
Monday, Noon-6 p.m., free.
parking is available at the rear
of the Gallery, Art Exhibit:
19th Century Navajo Weaving,
129 Win rock Center 87110
Maxwell Museum, M·F 9 a.m.•
Visa and Master Charge
Telephone 883·5848
4 p.m., SaL 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Sun.
1·5
p.m.,
free.
New Mexico Women In The Arts
invites all women artists to submit
work for a juried multi-media
exhibit entitled Women In The
Southwest. The art exhibit will be
presented in the Simms Gallery at
the
Albuquerque
Academy
beginning September 24.

Atts Events

i

ffilcho.el Anthony o.nd The Lovely Leslee o.re featured performers
with the ffio.tchbox Circus.

Monday thru Friday
from 11:00 am to 2:00pm

Children under 12: age x 15~

Plzzalnn®
vvcve got a 1:.teet•tng

H'Vl...'

youre gonna like us:~
1240 Wyoming Blvd. NE
5555 Montgomery NE
3040 Juan TaboNE

296-0588
881-1081
298-6868

adidas . ._~_. .

PRO·
Keds

is nota
TRETORN

It's a qreat shoe.store featuring the
most-•n-demand sport shoes in the
world! The most maiCes. The most sizes.
The most.s,tyles.The most colors,
The most fun to shop. The most.

op<>t:bil.t

2116 Central SE (Across from UNM)
Telephone 842-5992

..
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BEF supports fund 'increase
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lly MAR(' MERVIS
Tilt' ;tate Bomd of [,du~ational
l'inanc·e approved unanimously a
,tall recommendation for a seven
per cent increase in both salary nod
non ;aiilfY items in lhc state
univc1.sity lundinp, formula for
I '.17~-HO.

Bl·l' l'.xccuttve Secretary Robert
llull suhrnittcd Friday the
recommendation for faculty in·
cr c·a>es, wpport staff salary and
<>thcr operating costs due to inl'lalion. "We are keeping the door
npcrr for consideration in special
rac.,c.~." he said.
"We want every institution in the
qatc to be well funded," Huff said
at a preliminary formula funding
meeting Tlnmday, attended by
representatives of the state's two
and four-year educational institutions.
I luff's origin! propos;~! Thursday
wu~ for a six per cent increase in
salaries, for faculty and general
support staff, and an eight per cent

aL t•rrc sroaTs
E

7

~

increase in operating costs as an
auditi<m to the base of the funding
formula.
The formula takes into account
i n.;tructional costs and general
support costs for appropriation of
each state's postsecondary schools.
Httl'f said he wanted to hold a
maintenance,Jevel budget this year.
He stressed the need for flexibility
in general funding of areas such as
gus and electricity.
Ken Ford, resident of New
Mexico Tech,
said
Huff's
guidelines were not. maintenance"
level budget figures. Ford said the
six and eight per cent increases
would be below the "inflation pace,
extremely conservative."
He suggested a I 0 per cent increase "across the board" for
salaries and other costs in the
funding formula. In reference to
inflation and a social security increase effective Jan. I, 1979, Ford
said: "We don't want to take a step
backward."

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO. IN THE STUDENT
UNION BUILDING.

let~~,:~
'>-:~
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..._:-~
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'\lren ni ,t)

FOR
TENNIS
SOCCER
RUNNING
AND ALL
RACKET SPORTS

""

RACKETS- BALLS·
STRINGING
CLOTHING

Backpacks.
Yasaka
Ping Pong Bats

Nittaku
Balls

RACING SUITS
SWIM WEAR

and

ACCESSORIES

Robert Kirkpatrick of New
Mexico State University pointed to
increases in fuel expense, finge
benefits, a l .5 per cent socail
security rise, soaring insurance
rates and an increase in minimum
wage from $2.65 to $2,90 an hour,
effect next Jan. I.
He said, "Six per cent is totally
inadequate. Insurance rates have
gone up dramatically."
John Snedeker, president of
Western New Mexico University,
said "The role of this board is to
adequately and equitably finance
the i nstill1tions.''
He recommended increases of
nine per cent for salary and eight

1.

PRECiANC'\' H·STING aoO .:oum·clll\g ~-"II :!.47·
98\9.
09'21
AU STAf•f' POSITrONS ft~r UNfo.-1'~ creati\C- arl\·.litcrary magnzinl!, C"onceptH.m~ Southv.c~t are now
09108
npvn. Apply ini\--Jarron f-l<tll, Holllll lOS.

A cloth painting was reported
stolen from the faculty lounge at
1805 Roma this week. The painting

Friedman elected
fund chairperson
Maxine
Friedman
of
Albuquerque has been elected
chairperson of the board of
directors of the Greater UNM Fund
at the University of New Mexico.
She succeeds Rodney W.
Shoemaker, also of Albuquerqu·e.
The Greater UNM Fund, made
up of gifts from alumni, friends
and businesses, supplements
regular University funding for
scholarships, library materials,
museum and gallery acquisitions,
teaching, research and special
projects. The board of directors'
duties include allocation of
unrestricted money in the Greater
UNM Fund and leadership in the
annual fund,raising drive.
S. Y. 'Tony' Jackson Jr. will
serve this year as board vice
chairperson. Members include
Albuquerque residents Ray Berube,
Susan Cheney, Stan Hultberg,
Cyrene Mapel and Randolph V.
Seligman. Other board members
are Paula Grieves of Roswell, Mary
Kegel of Santa Fe and Paul
McCollum of Gallup. All are UNM
alumni.

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY Of NEW MEXICO

was a reproaucuon owned by UNM
and valued at $64, IT was reported
stolen to campus police on Aug. 14.
A hand cart with balloon tires
valued at $100 was reported missing
from the chemistry building on
Aug. 16, although it was noticed
missing between July I, and Aug. 4,
police said,
On Aug. 14 a windshield wiper
was torn loose from a car in a
parking lot near Popejoy Hall.
Last week a fire hydrant was
turned on with a wrench and the
physical plant was called in to turn
it off, police said.
Two juveniles were warned for

There will be a meeting held for
all those interested in trying out for
tbe varsity women's tennis team on
Tuesday at 3;30 p.m. in room 101
of Carlisle gym.

ACROSS
1 Pack Clay
mlo a hole
5 Stuffs
9 Baby carts
14 One
growing ole
15 Biographer
,.,.Ludwig
16 Las Vegas
production
1 7 Magnetized
ttem
19 Related
maternally
20 Murder
Slanq
21 Changed a
room's
decor
23 Mouth
solution
25 Soda
founla1n
1tem

i

I

I
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26 Va.lley
28 Swimming

strokes

The Student Council for
Exceptional Children will have its
first meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m., in
room 231 D and E of the SUB.

*****
A special lunch bag discussion of
"Politics and Family Health in
Columbia," sponsored by the
Department of Family Community
and Emergency Medicine will be
held Tuesday from noon to I p.m.,
at the 3rd floor conference room of
the Family Practice/Psychiatry
Building,

*****
A new philosophy course will be
offered this semester. Determinism,
Idneterminism and the Free Will
Problem (441/541, section004) will
be offered on Monday from 6:30 to
9 p.m., in Humanities 518.

*****"

The Albuquerque Mens Resource,
Group an.d Feminist Alliance will
hold a meeting on Tuesday at 8
p.m. in room 108 of the Alternative
Community Center.

*****

2 Surface
depressions
45 Slone

propellmg
dP.VICe
.\fl Subordmate
r:Jier

2.

50 Ontano

community
51 Having
WlllgS
54 Dressed
58 Kind of
headache
62 Hospital
employee
63 Place 1n a
row Var
64 Soc1al

engagement
2 wards
66 Cryptograph

expert
67 Overhang
68 L1ved from

day to day
69 Uttered

under oalh

70 Secured

Be de
authnr
38 Tap dr•nk
39 Cooks by
!)Oiling
41 Program
_ llstmg

DOWN
1 Malicious
• stories
2 Greek

assembly

subscript10n
11 Caucasian
language
12 Unable lo
speak
13 Plant m soil
18 Make distinct
22 Move m a
curve
24 "Six bells
and""""
well'"
27 ",,.,go!"'
29 Accompanying
30 Timber wolf
31 ERA or RBI

LOST & FOUND

I OSl · AlKiliS"l B:lh ~~~of key~ tl!l rmp. wuh l.hl~ot
htad unprimcd on g.o\dcn metal piHtC 29]·0%~ OH "21
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pie

08-'21
I)YINO, SPINNING da.~~c:\ stan
September 7th. Supplil"~, lomn~. weaving~ ll\aihtllle
at \\'c:svcr't' Studm, 205 St<tnfmd St·.. 26~·9100.09101

WEAVING,

Oll/21

08125
deposit call Helen 256-7829
COMBINE A.ND SA \'E Three bedroom, 2. !;lath,
di~pmnl, dishwa5her, pool, fem::cd_, utrlitics paid. 262·
1751, Valley Rentals. $35 fcc
08/21
AIR CONDITIONED. Three bcdmoiu, 2 bath,
privately fcnrc:d yatd, $165. Call 262·17SI, V;tllc~·
Rental~. $35 fee
08/21
ROOMATE \'.',\NTED FEMALE 3 lwdnn botJsc
$150 with utilitic.~ en \I Sih ia 255-4684
08121
JUS! OfF CARLISU!. fully furni\hed 2 bedroom,
p\ui;h Clltpels, $185. l<id~. f'!CIS, welcomt:'. 262·1751,
VaHey Remals, $35 fee
0St21

~

..

j'

i

ALL UTILITIES. l!normou~ thrct? h~;:cltoom house,
Swne fireplace With option to buy. $2.!10. 262·1751,
Valley Rental~. $3$ fcc
08121
llRt\ND NEW, ~[1aeious.two bedroom apartment ror
rent. Miriutcs (tom campltS and freev.a)'. 298·1732
09/0\

..i

5.

FOR SALE

GR,\1'1\IC: 4.'\5 camera, carr:r·ing ~:a~e. film
holders; Oa~h like ncv. S\75.00 S~I.J B"'l.
08124
SFPER lUNF-t.PS, SIO, you buy Part~. Bob, 26!i·
4054,
08125
TEN SflHED-22" frame \l-ith lock. C'all George 2681475.
~
08124
USED FURNlTURE, HOUSEWARI!S, di~hcs.
reasonable prices. Harvard Variety, 134 Hat\•ard SE.

255·6776.
GREAi PRICES ON Bic}.'cie rarts and

The Department of Modern and
Classical Languages is offering
Southwest Spanish 3.11,002 this
sc·mester on Tuesday and 1'hursday
at 3:30 to 4:45 p.m.' For additional
information call Eliverio Chavez at
277-5907.
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Mopeds

Touring Gear
Front Bags
Panniers
Avocet Saddles
Cycling Shoes
1t 1t 1t
Peugeot
Nishiki
Used Bicycles
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needs serious, en'<! Li \'C' [ll'O pic ill pod ry,
prose, art. photography, layout and
business for .its Fall lDIK staff.
All positions arl' op('n.

Apply immcdiat('ly in
Marron Hall, lloom 105

·COPIES
Overnight
31/2cea

1

arcs

4<samedny

tudio

No Minimum

KINKO'S

2 blocks from UNM
255-5886

2312 Cent. SE 266-8515

"QUALITY PRIVATE INSTRUCTION"

LOWEST PRICES ON
CAMERAS & FILM!
PXI35-20
TXI35-20
FXI35-20

.99
.99
.99

PXI35-36
TXI35-36
FXI35-36

1.43
1.43
1.43

Single lens reflex cameras:

Pentax K/1000 w/50mm f/2.0 159.97
Nikon FM body w/50mm f/2.0 313.97
Canon AE-1 w/50mm f/1.8
289.97
and more.....
Store Hou.-s Mon ihtli Fd lOam to 9pm Sat lOam to 6pm Sun II am to Sp'm

La Belles

distributing

-

4J}20 MENAUL BOULEVAI'IO • ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX. 8'!'11 0

3222 Centrai,S.E. · 268·3949 · Hours M-F 10·6 Sat. 9·5
SALES · SERVICE · ACCESSORIES

(3, 5 & 10 Speed)

~qt\1\1

B•\11'1...,11 tJ \~I til-~ I\\11 ,lnl.hol· .!l•r1 ,,1,,,,!
h,-~,, . .-,u. tl'tt·n·Jh r·, \lk.t·•·, .d! h~i ,11 .I\ ux .:'~
l'iR..,O"- \\1111 1\.J'llUI~tl 111 !'hl\l<.tl ,,r
rdt.d•lht.lll•'ll tht'lilj'\· lWI'Ikd h• lwlp ol \-uun~
.! •... ,\olt·•' "••m.m .t.lnt·•,· hwlw~t ln.-! "t \Ot'ltPh ,11\J
mnhtlll\ t .tl\lt"•lh, :'•J•I ·1"~1
11'1 Ill

1

·BICLYCLES-

\

11•1 }IJ

08124
:icccs~orics.

EXpert repairs. Albuquerqlle Bike Coop. 106 O!rard
SE. Room 117. 265-5170
08125
14x68 Mobil Home Best Adult Park NW Valley
Et<cell:int Condition Set-up unfurniShed 1-3/4 bath
08121
Storage Applianl;!t!S Evenings 344-9922

*****

•1\

....,1

\tu,t

uitar

NI~AT FEMALE ROOMA TF. needed lO ~hare
~p<tciou<> 2 bedroom house nc'l 10 Hydef l'ark 20
minute walk to UNM $120 plu~ ''l utilities $120

*****

All pre-dental students are urged
to seek advisement from Ms.
Sharp, 277-4513. Also, ail predental students to attend a contract
school must see Mr. Fred Cheist,
registrar.

(illllill\t i-~ltl"\11 {...

HOUSING

ill DR00\1 f-l-'RNlSHI·O apJrtlliC1H with
~-\\tlnllllng prwl, d!-...hWa~llcr. t.h~pmttl, n:lngcr:ued
au. No pet<, or ch1ldren. $19!i with ;dl lllihtte~ patd.
201} Columbia.Sh, C-all· 255·2(1R5.
tfn
1 GIRLS TO SHARt 4 bcdmolli. full> lurn"hcd
home- $1~~-0CJ. Uti\uit'\ included. Nc:n l:tu~ routt• tn
UNM 298·0903.
08.11
MlNUTL;S. TO ( 1 ASS. NL four tllOI11 lmu~~o'. large
ft-nced yard $S~, '; ullhllc~. 262·1"1~1, Valle}
Rental~. SJS fec
0H:21
Bll;(l" TO UN~1. <'ol:)'IWO bedrnllm ~ptltlc~~ ktl~;hcn,
pma~e yatd, $95. 26-2·1751, Valley Renwh, S35 fee

Rockies
57 Transfers
property
58 Illinois In"
dians
59 Turn up the
earth
60 Italian island
61 Bestow
65 New Eng.
Diet.

'·'no ••II

'"'cl~~:•h

[I)<; ,'\

()''.IT;

VIP
55 Auto control
56 Park in the

'r

0!>4Co

TECHNICAl. DRAWINGS CAll 277·5~01 days,
294-45!15 night~
08 "25
ON[ PEUGIOT - NISI-tlKJ Htcnk't \0 per '-''WI
dhcounl with JJ MLlp~·~l ( o 1\P nrcmbcnh1p. \222
Centlal Sl:, 268-394':.!
()9 · ll\
MOPtm.S .- Prt "WOT, \ 1"11\, SadJ\, BotlMU~. ~
per lCnt di<,~'tHint'o v.uh /J \toped (If Uj\ 1\Will
\M\hip.l22:!('<mtra1SE·.. 2M-~!!_--~

4.

i'.r·-~·

H·,'

~

-south west

BlJ70

Exit
_,_Aviv
Gulp
Jagged pro"
tuberance
43 Boxer's
handler
44 Housing for
NaCI
46 Organ
4 7 Bakery item
49 Timely
52 Neighbor of
Nepal
53 Chou, •• ,,
Chinese

34
35
36
40

hnub.~.

J'.!tiJ.•,l.'.

SERVICES

1 HESIS-TI·RM Jli\PCRS·re~umc\-anytlting typed
h:; a proft!~~iqnal-lowe~l rate~! RR 1·8652
UR-'2.4
QA TYPING SERVIC!:=. A complete !)'ping_ and
edttorial wstenL T echnk"al. gen~ral, legal, medJCttl,
~cholnstic. Chart~& table~. 34'<·2125.
12101
TYPIST·f:.XP. Term papers, thc:~1~. clc~·. IYJle- 299·

33 Olive genus

,.,

IPI
<"I

onceptions

THOlHWU(iHI Y FNJOYABU:, HEAL fHFUI,
naturalthcra[l)' trcatmetn~ aJHI~:our~c' SoLtthv.~~tcm
ln~tl!ttleof 'I hentJly. 8Hl·S6'i2.
011124

32 Ill-bred pea"
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UNITED Feature Syndicate

3 DSM or
V1ctona
Cross
4 Possess
authont;r
5 Stroke
gently
6 CUpid
7 Takes on
lood
R "Washmglon
-· """ Here"
9 Make ready
1 0 Extended

(ltJ. Ill

c ROWN

UNM BOOKSTORE OPEN TONITE TIL 7:00PM
••

fHill~''"l~lltil]jllt• o.,qn(.il.l urlm f,.l;l.i.-IU.il\1<111.,

Fraternities will hold open houses
until the end of August. Any
student interested in joining a
fraternity is invited to attend.

Monday August 21 &Tuesday August 22

.•

~

32 Bedspreads
wilh rope
37 "'Ada~.
71 M1nus

Abbr

*****

()(\hermtln, 2f•6-08!'B, a ft~·rnn~m~
OK 31
CONTACTS??'! POI.ISHIN(i & ~Ol UTIONS
Ca'>e! Op1kal Comran~. 255-Wnc~
12·'01
\\'ON'l PFDAl.? Don't meddle .. H~il Kc\·in at
Richmond Bio.:~d~ SuJ~ply 102 R1~hn1und NL Per~onal ~ervrce, di~l!o\lnl pri~e~ and e\pert repair~. Free
Jl)~tructiOI1, 10\). 266·1611
08_,.2/l

TDDAY'S CBDSSWDBD PUZZLE

I

STUDENT SUBSCRIBERS
Your season tickets are ready to be picked up. When
claiming your season's pass you must present any
payment due, plus your current I· I. D. card, indicating
12or morehoursorundergraduates (or ASUNM stamp),
and at least I hour for graduate students.

having opened cor.to.incrs of beer in
the Zimmerman l,ibary parking lot.
Three cases of larceny were
reported this week. An athletic bag
containing a wallet and credit cards
were reported stolen. Also, a
shoulder bag containing credit
cards, a ring and keys was reported
missing. A travel bag containing a
passport and registration material
was also reported stolen.
In the parking lot of the child
psychiatry center, on Aug. 15, the
left window of an auto was
reported broken and the driver's
seat damaged, police said. The
estimated value of damage is $125.

<mn
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Police list campus thefts
Uy PENELOPE WRONSKI

PERSONALS

I f•'lll I .... \ 1l ~41 '}~'Ill
U)l: .'~

Marron Hall, Room 131,
8:30 a.m ... 4:30 p.m.

per cent for othe• n(>n·salary costs.
has meant "taking money from
When asked by Huff about the other areas'' and the yearly pay of a
six and eight per cent guidelines, UNM custodian amounts to only
UNM Provost McAllister Hull Jr., $6,200.
said: "We have to live with your
decision, but we will not support
The approved budget guidlines of
it."
seven per cent increases for both
Hull acknowledged the loss of salary and non-salary items of each
secretaries to the Albuquerque institution's
1979,80 operating
Public Schools because of higher budget must go before the thirtywages.
fourth state Legislature when it
UNM President William E. convenes in January.
Davis, referring to clerical and
maintenance support staff, said
Also on Friday, it was announced
there .is "a serious situation in President Davis has been appointed
competitive wages in that area."
as a consultant to a special task
Davis said an 11 per cent salary force to study Title 9, women's
increase for classified employees sports.
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Vespa Scooters
Peugeot
Vespa
Sachs
Batauus
Someus.ed
Mopeds too!

Free Peugeot
Bike Bag
To First 25
Customers
With This Ad!
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N M (JJCJ~u~!.) thanks the advertisers below
for sponsoring this ad and
supporting us in our efforts~
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"Finest Headshops Anywhere"

MARIJUANA ARRESTS 1977

14011

-·,--+--·,----t----1------+----+-

All drug
arrests

Madjuana arrosts

1973

\1974

1975

1976

So you
thought
nobody got
busted for
pot in
Albuquerque?

I
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Sun- Tran offers
Health center aids students several passes

St/Jdents scan class schedules at the registration center in Bandelier East

Medical care available

By VAIDRIE A. VIGIIJ
Suppose it's 3:00 a.m. and your're having severe
chest pains and abdominal cmmps, or you have a
pounding migraine headache, or you feel nauseous
and weak. If you can't afford to go to the nearest
hospital, where can you go to receive immediate
medical care?
If you are a UNM student, you can go to the
emergency care unit of the UNM Student Health
Center. Certified physician assistants and nurses,
along with a doctor on back-up call, are ready to care
for someone who needs immediate medical attention
in the emergency care unit which is always open. The
emergency care unit is on the second floor of the
University College building and the back entrance to
the building may be used during offhours.
The UNM Health Center staff is made up of 9 fulltime physicians, 3 assistant physicians, and 15 nurses.
The mental health team consists of 1 psychiatrist, 2
full-time psychologists and 2 psycho-therapists. A
student may go to the center anytime and make an
appointment to see one of the doctors. To make an

ASUMN
Senator
Russell
Sommers announced Monday he is
withdrawing from the Student
Alliance Party because of efforts
Within the party to form a voting
block.
S om mel's told the IDBO he
learned that some senators, in•
eluding Tom Fisher and David
Epstein, were interested in chartering the Student Alliance as an
AS UNM student organization, and
electing a party leader.
,Sommers said these senators,
with the ''tacit approval" of VicePresident Leonard Garcia and
President Mimi Swanson want to

Newsland
Across from ONM
in the
Lobo Campus
Pharamacy

Morning Glory Cafe
An ln.eresting Place To Dine

268·7040

atural Sound
Records & Tapes
,Jazz, Rock, Country,
Soul and Blues

119

SE 255·8295

Mother Nature and Son
Vegetarian RElstaorant
3118 Central SE

11:30·1:00 Mon·Sun 255·7640

Baha's Food Store
107Mesa SE
10:00-6:00 Mon•Sat
(till7:00 Tue & Wed)

Come by for .lunch

"consolidate themselves as a
voting bloek."
"Their intent is not to help the
'general Welfare of the student
body," Sommers said, "but to
block the Coalitkln Party."
The Coalition Party, along with
the student Alliance and United

Sundance Cafe
Vegetarian Cuisine

127 Harvard SE
255-0986
I
j
I

I

\
~

....,..

·-- ,__ .

Dr. J .S. Bere~, medical director of the student
health center, said the purpose of the center is "to
h,sure the health of the student body, and to prevent
illness from interfering with the students' academic
pursuits."
And what do students have to pay for the many
services available to them at the health center?
Dr. Veres said there are no costs other than the
"low rate laboratory and X-ray test fees."
He said "90 percent of the Student Health Center
budget comes from student fees paid to the University
through registration. The other 10 percent comes from
lab and X-ray fees, and money charged to university
employees for pre-employment physicians."
The UNM Student Health Center is open Monday
through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and on
Saturdays from 8:00a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
In addition the center wiU be sponsoring a UNM
Campus 1-ealth Fair on August 31 and September 1
from 9:00a.m. to 3:30p.m. on the UNM central mall.

ByBIILROBERlSON

NORML needs your help to finish the job.
Stop by our new office at 116 Tulane Dr. SE
or call us at 268-7026

.....
""'--·--·

appointment, the student must present a university
identification card With a validation label showing 6 or
more hours for the current semester.

sa·mmers quits party,
raps voting bloc intent

Write the Chairperson:
James Roach
City Attorneys Office
PO Box 1293
Albuq., N M 87103

Wild West Music
(Sound Systems)
200Centtal SE

By DEBBIEJJWY
through rcg.istration be fore 10:15
a.m. Monday, he said. ll1e center
A~ of Monday morning, 19,952
students had registered for classes can handle I, I 00 an hour.
Legoza
said
16,303
unatUNM.
Associate registrar Rick lcgoza dergrnduates are now registered for
anticipates at least another 2,000 classes -- 4,221 freshmen, 4,236
persons to walk through late sophomores, 2,544 junior\ and
registration which rons through 2,640 seniors. There are also 2,574
non-degree students and 88
Friday.
Lcgoza said L1st fall around 5,000 s tU(Ie nts in five-year prognun.s. llte
students went through late other 3,649 stuucnts arc in
registration on the first day of gradu;ltc progrrum.
Lcgom ~aid the cem us date for
classes. H! said he expected to see
no more than 4,000 students the Board of F.ducational f·inaw;e l1
the twenty-fir.\! day ot da~se>,
registering Monday.
"That's a good sign," Lcgoza Sept. 19. Tllc regis! ration ecnter
said. "It indicates that more will have no data breakdown for
students are registering late before student age groups, homestate.s or
clas~ load status until then.
classes begin.''
After Aug. 18, stUdents must pay
The computer system at the
a
late
registration fcc of $15. T11c
registmtion center is working eflast
day
to register for a class is
ficiently,
Lcgoza
said.
Aug.25.
Approximately 2,000 persons went

8117 Menaul
296-5039

1977

"Membership Is Ownership;'
106 Girard SE

",~
'',' ~~ ''·.

19,952 students preregistered

Yet last year the Albuquerque Police Dept. arrested
more people for marijuana offenses than ever before.
If you're fed up with this situation, let the
Mayor's Marijuana Study Commisssion know!

The Posh Bagel
2216 Central SE

'•

Late registration til Friday

Source: APD Uniform Crime Report

La Montanita
Food Co-op

'.

.

Tuesday, August 22, 1978

The General Stores
111 Harvard
266-6609

Last day for class
registration is Friday.

Students for Democmtic Action
(USDA), are the three "political
parties''represented in the ASUNM
Senate.
Student political parties ate
usually formed during election
time. Individual candidates for the
student senate are limited to
spending $25 in their campaign, but
there is no rule against "pooling"
campaign funds within a party
structure.
Senator Phil Hernandez, also a
Student Alliance member, said,
"It's easier to get elected when
you're a !filiated with a party.
In dis criminate voters will identify a
certain candidate with the party he
is with.''
· "If I had my 'druthers," 1-ernandez said, "there wouldn't be
any parties. They're a damn
bother."
A meeting of the Student
Alliance was scheduled for Monday
nigh!, Sommers said, to elect a
party le acter. The meeting was to be

held at the house of ASUNM
President Mimi Swanson.
In other ASUNM news, the
failure of the senate to reach
quorum at Saturday's scheduled
meeting means that the student
government violated its constitution.
Article III, Section 8 of the
ASUNM Constitution states, ''The
senate shall meet at least once
during the sunirner" An attempt by
the senate to meet June 24 also
failed because of a lackofquorom.
Vice-President Garcia said, ''h's
unlikely that the senate will take
any action against itself fur failing
to meet duririg the summer."
Senators present at the attempted meeting of August 19
were David Epstein, tom Fisher,
Phil Hernandez, Eric Lucero, Marlo
Ortiz.. She f)' I Pa!oni and Russell
Sommers.
The next schedu.led meeting of
the senate is Wednesday, August
23 at 7 p.m.

Isabelle Onega, left, and Mary Ann Montano sell
bus passes to students in the UNM bookstore
Today is the last day bus passes will be on sale at the Sun- Iran
information booth in the UNM bookstore,
Sales of cicy bus passes have been going well, said Holly Rich a-ds
Day, information specialist for the city transportation department.
"We have sold more than 500 semester passes to UNM students
in the last three days," she said.
· The city bus service has several kinds of passes f'or sale, said Illy.
A semester bus pass for fulJ.time undergraduates and graduate
students taking 6 hours costs $28,
Monthly passes, good tor one calendarrmonth of unlimited Iiles,
may be ptu'chased by full-time students for $8.
For part-time students and faculty or sta(f personnel, a monthly
comm llter pass costs $1 I.
For these passes a UNM ID must be presented. A photograph of
the pass holder, taken at the information booth, appears on these
passes.
VNM students comprise 20 percent of Sun-Tran ridership, she
said.
Free bus maps, schedules and ill formation on the grid system are
available a1 the booth. A new grid system went into effect May I,
Day said.
"Indications of ridership show that the new grid system is working
well," said Day. "We were expecting a 15 percent decrease in
ridership in the first several months, but the bus service has made
successive increases of about 13 petcent.in the past few months.
After tOday, semester bus passes will be on sale a1 the Sun-Trail
office at 619 Yale SE On Sept. I, monthly passes wiU be sold to
students at the cashier's office in Scholes Hal~ Day said~
Bus tokens, which are sold in lots of20 for $6, can be purchased
at the candy colillter in the SUB.
Day said Central Ave. buses are generally overcrowded She
urged students to take alternatives route when possible.

